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MTC firmly believes that technology is a means of improving 

people’s lives, and it remains the most important ‘pillar’ strategy 

mandated by the Board of Directors to its management team.

As chairlady of the preferred mobile communications provider in 

Namibia, I am proud to be part of a service as far-reaching as 

this; every day, in each of Namibia’s cities and in the majority 

of rural areas, people are using mobile devices more and more,  

especially smartphones. With this extraordinary digital resource 

in the palms of our hands, everyone is able to gain access  

anywhere in the world with a simple and fast click of a finger, 

thereby improving people’s lives. 

However, I understand the frustration of how long it takes to  

provide this digital accessibility to all Namibians. It arises from 

the massive investment required to achieve this. While the Board 

and management have set the priorities of investments so as to 

ensure the sustainability of MTC for the long term, with time this 

vision will become a reality, and will live up to Namibia’s Vision 

2030 strategy.

In order to set the sustainability of MTC for the long term, in 

the financial year under review, the Board of Directors provided  

support to MTC by establishing an IT transformation process 

that was successfully completed. The Board believes that this  

tremendous investment, which was prioritised over other  

initiatives, will allow MTC to move forward and deliver the current 

transformation, thereby facing the challenges of the demand for 

data usage presented on the network by our valuable customers.

As a final remark, I would like to emphasise that all  

Board decisions were made possible by two fundamental  

support entities, namely our international partner, as well as the  

extraordinary competent MTC team. Together they not only 

helped the Board to prioritise and select the correct investments, 

but also performed an extraordinary execution of the projects. 

To both of you, on behalf of the Board of Directors, on which 

I’ve had the honour to serve, I offer my sincerest gratitude for a 

remarkable performance.
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The financial year ended in September 2014 and is the third  

consecutive year in which MTC’s revenues increased by two  

digits, namely to 13.7% (compared to 11.3% and 13.2%  

respectively for the previous two financial years). It is also the first 

time that revenues surpassed the two billion mark. In the past, 

we stated repeatedly that for these extraordinary results, the  

economy of the country needs to be strong, enabling it to  

increase disposable income. However, we stress consistently 

that for MTC to capture part of that positive economy, the  

relevance and availability of these services need to be well  

tuned. In this light, MTC was fortunate to have a “full house” for  

yet another year.

Regarding more relevant and affordable services, it is  

crucial to disclose what MTC is facing due to the onset of the  

smartphone era. Indeed, as previously reported, these small  

devices are changing people’s lives dramatically. We have built 

a wireless technology to accelerate Internet accessibility. In the  

beginning, the Internet was accessed with small dongles to  

connect a computer via the proper bandwidth. However, the  

acceleration of new smartphones initiated by Apple with its 

iPhone in 2008 introduced a completely new perspective, namely 

that of accessing the Internet with the click of a finger, at any 

time, anywhere, and fast.

It is crucial to mention here that the new high-end  

smartphones are already enabled with the latest 4G/LTE  

technology, providing tremendous speed of usage. In this  

respect, MTC is extremely proud to have worked with the 

main smartphone vendors, including the famous one based in  

Cupertino, US Apple, which certified MTC’s network in June  

2014, thereby enabling LTE in iPhone to MTC customers, one of 

the first networks able to do so after the South African operators.

When we built a wireless network to provide accessibility to  

computers, the architecture was providing wireless services 

to a far greater number of computer users than those using  

smartphones. Indeed, computers handle a great deal more data 

than smartphones, but they are not ‘on the move’, and today 

there are five times more smartphones in operation than there 

are computers connected to our network. This challenge was 

caused particularly by the huge number of users who migrated to  

smartphones, which are always online somewhere, using various 

applications at all times, and generating a signalling storm that 

MTC addressed in the financial year under review.

As a result, MTC performed extremely well in terms of the data 

traffic processed on the network. The usage growth reached by 

the end of September 2014, when compared to that reached 

by the end of September 2013, was 1.05-fold (that is 1.3-fold 

when comparing September 2013 to September 2012). The data  

revenues, including data and messaging, already surpassed 30% 

of the total revenues at the end of the financial year.
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As a result of changes enabling LTE in the high-end segment of 

smartphones, in September the 4G/LTE represented more than 

40% of the traffic that was processed by the network. With time, 

more devices will enable the LTE functionality migrating usage 

for this technology. The result, however, is that the number of 

smartphones enabling 3G will also increase by decreasing the 

price of those devices and increasing features. We predict that 

3G-enabled devices will capture the previous customer who used 

2G/EDGE technology. Thus MTC expected that in the medium 

term around 40% processed by LTE would stabilise, because  

usage is increasing in both technology layers (3/4G). This  

prediction was calculated on industry trends in the most  

advanced markets, and the prediction will require tremendous 

capital expenditure to accommodate such increases of data  

traffic on the MTC network.

Wireless technologies, in particular 3G/UMTS that are now even 

faster in 4G/LTE, have a first wave referred to as the “initial  

period”, where the maximum speed is the principal attribute and 

where the first customers (called the innovators) adopt because 

of the relevance in terms of speed. After the initial period, a  

second wave approaches (a significant number of customers 

– early adopters – already using the service) are characterised 

by the “development period” where the main issue is capacity.  

Finally, the third wave – where the operator gains a huge  

number of users (the early and later majority) – is considered to be 

the “mature period” where the network needs to be shaped to  

support the tremendous demand.

In the same manner, MTC is facing different challenges in the 

radio network. While 4G/LTE is in the “development period”, 

the 3G/UMTS is already reaching the “mature period”. For these 

different challenges, MTC is addressing all possible alternatives, 

namely seeking more spectrum from the Authorities, building 

more sites and using more advanced network features. 

As a critical point in the financial year under review, MTC  

concluded the implementation of an IT Transformation project 

preceding the strategic plan concluded in mid-2012. However, 

the transformation concluding successfully was not an option, 

since the business model is changing dramatically. The project 

was based on a full, single architecture designed by the Telco TM-

Forum. The challenges of implementing this big-bang

Managing Director’s overview continued
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Managing Director’s overview continued

transformation in less than two years to contain all O/BSS  

(operational and business support systems) without affecting  

the business and customers’ experience, is a remarkable  

achievement. MTC relied on the considerable knowledge and 

experience of its technology partner/shareholder, combined with 

the tremendous MTC team of dedicated people to execute this 

extremely successful project. 

Having this developed network accessing the Internet through 

the latest wireless radio component, with the latest and  

advanced core systems managed by the latest O/BSS  

systems through a length and highly advanced fibre transmission  

countrywide (more than 4000 kilometres by the end of this year 

after connecting Rundu and Katima Mulilo) connected to the  

submarine cable WACS in Swakopmund with redundancy 

through South Africa, provides all the capabilities of managing 

the new business models for accommodating the challenges of 

OTTs (over-the-top services). Indeed, opening the network to  

customers to access any kind of services or any kind of  

applications in the Cloud completely, including applications that 

can substitute traditional services provided by MTC, is the most 

ominous threat for any mobile network.

Threats aside, MTC has reached a positive evolution of active 

subscribers, although it is clear that the majority of the new  

active subscribers encompassed second and third SIM cards 

by the same customers and also by new, young subscribers old 

enough to own a cellphone.

The regulatory environment
The demand of more data usage requires the business  

models to be adapted with time in the way customers understand  

the charges related to the adoption of the digital lifestyle. The  

digitally inclined habits through smartphone providing access to 

social media cannot be charged per megabyte, i.e. charged per 

multiple of unit bytes to digital information when customers do 

not understand the model. Therefore, MTC needs to address the 

issue with models that our customers perceive are good value for 

money for using data.

In this regard, MTC supported initiatives, as ICASA did in South 

Africa in November 2013, maintaining that the bill shock was not 

caused by the operator but by a lack of understanding on the 

part of the consumers of what smartphones are enabled to do. 

MTC faced a completely different approach by CRAN, generating, 

in our opinion, misconception and shaking consumer confidence 

in the reliability of our billing systems instead of helping the  

customer to understand that charges stem from configurations of 

the users’ device, inadvertently selected by the user to generate 

data transactions that are charged by the billing system.

Another perspective on the same topic is the fact that  

applications are not controlled by the operator but by 

the operating system of the device. This is highly critical for  

consumer understanding, and MTC, as well as all the other  

operators, including CRAN, need to work together for the sake 

of the consumer.

Strategic posturing
The telecommunications industry, in particular the mobile 

phone, is by nature in a permanently accelerated transformation, 

with the networks now rather being represented as “open  

ecosystems”. Millions of developers are continuously introducing  

additional and more convenient services, some of them  

substituting traditional services such as voice calls and  

messaging. For this, MTC needs to be the preferred pipe  

of connectivity.

The main challenge is how to monetise the pipe while  

mitigating potential losses in traditional services provided by 

the operator. Selling subscriptions, whether monthly postpaid  

services or weekly/daily prepaid subscriptions, including  

all services needs, is the strategy that MTC took on when  

introducing the Aweh pack into the market back in 2010. MTC 

will proceed in this fashion, tailoring its commercial offers while 

balancing revenue and relevance to our customers. 
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The explosion in user demand for voice, SMS and data  

services has placed MTC’s infrastructure under tremendous  

pressure over the last three years. In the year under review alone 

data volume usage doubled, reaching 1.2 gigabytes per second! 

In respect of technology, as with 4G/LTE, the IP backhauls through 

fibre and microwave systems, metro rings and the national fibre 

backbones through the DWDM 40G (Dense Wavelength Division  

Multiplexing) with connections to the undersea cable West Africa 

Coast System (WACS) cable were highly relevant projects that  

expanded continuously during the year under review.

Nevertheless, this substantial reshaping of our infrastructure  

represented the very high investment required for providing  

sustainability in the long term. Notwithstanding this tremendous 

infrastructure, MTC was required to manage the increased  

demand and all the operational support systems needed to  

provide the information required by the operational team to 

keep the network fully reliable and at top-level performance very  

closely. A critical highlight was the enhancement of the  

relationship with the main technological partners, with whom 

MTC needed to align and strive continuously to improve and 

keep the Service Level Agreements in place.

A relevant initiative was the continued expansion of 4G/LTE  

during 2014, bringing high Internet speeds to many towns.  

The 4G/LTE initiative is the 4th Generation (4G) of wireless  

technology that provides MTC with the capability of delivering 

speed (downlink and uplink) of ten times faster, but with lower  

latency (the time an Internet request takes to return to the  

sender). It accommodates ten times more users at the same base 

station compared to 3G; provides better in-door coverage in 

urban areas due to a lower frequency than 3G; and due to the 

lower frequencies, provides the possibility of high Internet speed 

in rural areas with the same speed currently enjoyed with voice 

and SMS. All of this shows that 4G/LTE is the correct and most 

efficient technology to face the tsunami of data usage.

Major milestone initiatives during the year under review were the 

following:

Re-enforcing redundancy of international connectivity via WACS 

and SAT-3 submarine cables by providing high-capacity  

International Internet Connectivity via Lisbon, London and 

Cape Town, with redundancy to increase complementarily 

via Johannesburg. 

The National Fibre DWDM Backbone connecting the 

WACS landing point from Swakopmund to Windhoek to  

Vioolsdrift on the South African border and reaching  

Oshakati in northern Namibia, which was further expanded 

in 2014 to Rundu and Katima with the redundancy enforced. 

All the main regions from north to south and from west to 

east will be served by further extensions planned through 

2015 and 2016.

The expansion of the 4G/LTE coverage that is now available 

in the following towns: Windhoek, Outapi, Oshakati,  

Otjiwarongo, Ongwediva, Tsumeb, Ondangwa, Rundu,  

Katima Mulilo, Swakopmund, Walvis Bay and Keetmanshoop.

Expansion of Core Network Systems (HLR/HSS, MSC,  

MGW, EPC).

Implementation of CSFB (Circuit Switch Fall Back), enabling 

3G voice calls of LTE Smartphones.

The DPI System, which was implemented in February 2013 

and provided valuable assistance through 2014, improving 

Quality of Service for Internet Services, via Traffic Shaping by 

Deep Packet Inspection. This is a crucial component for all 

operators to control the data-usage tsunami.

Motorola RAN (Radio Access Network) SWAP, a very important 

Project started two years ago, to be implemented in three 

phases. Besides a big evolution in terms of technology, the 

capacity was also increased around 40%. The project was 

completed in November 2014. During the three phases, 

more than 450 sites were swapped from Motorola to Huawei 

Technology in all regions outside Windhoek.

Preparation of the MTC ICT Strategic Plan for the evolution 

of Business and Operational Systems. Implementation  

started at the end of 2012 and will be completed in 2015.

Deployment of New Operational Support (OSS) Systems 

from December 2012 to April 2013 according to the 

ICT Strategic Plan, namely Alarm Management, Order  

Management, Trouble Ticketing and Network Inventory.

Network Performance Management (ALTAIA), implemented 

in December 2012 and bringing thousands of Performance 

Indicators on all 2G, 3G and 4G services online, from the 

year under review to any previous one-year period, enabling 

checking evolution of KPIs.
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The Technology Environment continued

Completion of the new Data Centre in the MTC Prosperita 

Building, and the installation of O/BSS Systems and Core 

Network Redundancy (HLR/HSS, MSC, MGW, EPC).

The CORE Business Continuity Disaster Recovery solution 

duplicating all the Huawei CORE Network elements in  

Prosperita for Voice and Data services (HLR/HSS, MSC, 

MGW, EPC). The implementation of the CORE Disaster  

Recovery solution (as the main enabler of Network Business 

Continuity) was completed in the year under review, for  

further enhancement in 2015 and 2016. 

IT strategic plan - MTCXXI project
Charging, Billing, Customer Care and other Business and  

Operational Support (BOSS) Systems were replaced by a new 

convergent system, in the scope of a project named MTCXXI. 

The project was initiated in January 2013, with a planned  

terminate date of January 2015, anticipating the initial target 

date with four months. The supplier of the system was PT  

Innovation and Systems, in combination with Oracle and  

Accenture. TM Forum standards, eTOM and other standards from 

the foundation of the overall system organisation.

The deployment of the computational platforms and storage  

at the Prosperita Data Centre was concluded successfully in  

June 2013. 

Postpaid customer service was deployed live on 29 March 2014 

and Prepaid customer services went live on 8 October 2014. A 

Customer Self Care has also been ready for service since October 

2014 and goes live as soon as it is required once it is aligned with 

the new MTC Corporate site layout.

The system was delivered with a powerful set of Business  

Intelligence Tools, allowing respective department to access  

relevant operational and business information (traffic, recharges, 

and so on) close to real time:

Reporter (operational analysis and reporting)

Mart (business analysis and reporting)

ICS (Intelligence Centre System, detailed business analysis 

and reporting)

BIP (Business Intelligence Publisher)

AIA - Application Integration Architecture

NOSSIS

BRM - Biling R Revenue M Medi@eSiebel - CRM

Operational Reports Customer SelfCare

Rating &
Roaming

(Settlement)
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Administration

Process Integration Packs

Workforce
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Service Order
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Sales
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The Technology Environment continued

Business Continuity Plan
The BCP Project activities started in January 2014. This 

three-year project aims at defining a complete Business  

Continuity Policy to guarantee that the entire company is 

ready to act in case of an emergency. Already prepared and  

technically validated, the following documents of the Business  

Continuity Policy were submitted and approved by the Board in  

December 2014:

What else?
The future is inevitably built on the past and present. Permanent 

monitoring of Network Key Performance Indicators (KPIs) as well 

as Quality of Service (Key Quality Indicators/KQI such as Dropped 

Call Rate, Call Setup Successful Rate, Benchmark campaigns, and 

many others) with actions at all levels from the entire technical 

team assures customer-service levels according to the world’s 

best telecommunication practices. Redundancy of network,  

service platforms and business support systems are in the  

roadmap being developed for re-enforcing customer  

experience and guaranteeing business continuity. Advanced  

communication services and solutions are also being monitored 

continuously within standardisation bodies and industry best  

practices for opening new revenue streams and for enhancing  

customer loyalty, such as voice over LTE, Rich Communication 

Services, Fibre to the Customer, Cloud Services and many more.
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MTC continues to focus its commercial operations on supplying 

innovative products and services that deliver real value to its  

customers via multiple channels, supported by an overarching 

customer-service ethos. This was achieved in the financial 

year under review through the launch of new products and  

promotional campaigns, the expansion of our MobileHome and 

Dealer channels, realignment and resourcing of Key Accounts and 

systems, and training improvements in its 24-hour Call Centre.

Products and Campaigns
We furthermore continue to give our customers value that is  

relevant to their expanding connected life. To do this we launched 

several exciting and successful campaigns during the period  

under review.

We enabled our Namibian customers to keep talking by means 

of our Triple Airtime and Appetite for Talk promotions, giving 

them double and triple the airtime with each recharge. We also 

enabled Namibians to share their views through our Megabyte 

Mania campaign. This campaign gave customers the opportunity 

to have access to data at very affordable prices. 

We attended various Trade Fairs and Expos throughout the year. 

This gave us the opportunity to showcase our products and sell 

the latest devices and technology at discounted prices.

MTC continues to be the leader in innovation and product  

development. We were proud to bring the following new  

products and services to the market:

MTC Money:  In partnership with MobiPay, this product  

allows airtime purchases, payments for various items at  

various retail outlets, money transfers, as well as payments 

for electricity. 

Select Packages: These packages offer additional value to 

our post-paying customers, while simplifying the offerings to 

allow for easier package selection. The packages have been 

segmented into S, M, L and XL. A simplified approach which 

has been proven to be popular amongst customers.

Website: The website was revamped with clear guidance 

for data, consumer and business customers. Concurrent 

with the launch of the new website, we also introduced a  

smartphone-friendly version of the website to make it more 

accessible to our ever-increasing smartphone market.
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Apple: MTC was selected as an official partner for  

Apple products.

Channels
MTC continues to grow its direct and indirect channels so as to 

fulfill its intensive distribution strategy. 

In line with this, we have renovated Olympia, Ondangwa and 

Walvis Bay MobileHomes, while new stores were opened in  

Keetmanshoop, Ongwediwa and Okahandja, bringing the total 

of MobileHomes to 34 countrywide. 

Our Key Accounts division continues to offer superior service 

and shows significant growth. This has been the result of system  

enhancements such as Sales Force Automation and the key  

resourcing of this department.

The Dealer Channel has been instrumental in providing access 

to MTC products. The number of national chain retailers and  

independent dealers has continued to grow steadily. During 

the period under review we focused on ensuring that Point of 

Sale (POS) visibility was increased to create better awareness of 

product availability. 

Call Centre
Our drive to provide superior customer service was supported 

by developments in our Call Centre. The establishment of  

a new Call Centre environment featuring state-of-the-art  

systems and additional resources and training has resulted in more  

effective support to our customers. During the financial year 

we serviced 4,689,401 customer calls, with an average grade of  

service of 87%. Both the Service Quality assessment and Customer  

Satisfaction survey showed improvement over the period under 

review.

Connecting forward
On the way forward our focus will continue to be on providing 

quality, innovation and customer service. At MTC we realise that 

to remain connected to our customers, we will need to lead the 

way. The quality of the products and technology we offer continues 

to motivate us. Our innovation has been industry-leading and 

we will continue to deliver relevant innovation that enhances our  

customers’ lives. Customer service is a key focus and we have set 

ambitious goals to deliver a better experience. Ultimately these 

focus areas will allow us to remain connected and expand into the 

future with our customers.
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THE HUMAN CAPITAL ENVIRONMENT

Overview
As a result of the evolution in the telecommunications industry, 

the competition for skills has increased and we find ourselves 

competing globally for such skills. The emphasis on human  

capital therefore remains at the top of our strategic agenda, as its 

contribution to business success is paramount.

Talent Management
In an effort to ensure the retention of key talent, MTC has  

revamped its talent management strategy to ensure that it is fit 

for purpose. To supplement the strategy, MTC has continued 

placing an emphasis on job training and lifelong training by  

investing N$2.5 million in its training budget to ensure that its 

employees are empowered with the necessary skills to enable 

them to become successful in life, whether at MTC or elsewhere.

Scholarships
MTC’s scholarship programme has continued to produce  

world-class graduates. The success of the programme is  

attributed to the fact that it is coupled with integrated learning 

throughout the students’ academic programme at the institution 

of higher learning. All the students on the programme continue  

to ply their trade at MTC, which helps them with their practical  

tasks, and enables them to do well. MTC continues to invest 

N$500,000 every year for taking on new students while maintaining  

the other students on the programme. To date all the students 

on the programme have received full-time employment contracts 

from MTC, making it a worthy investment to develop from within.

Housing Schemes
The housing issue is very important to MTC. To date we have  

implemented two different housing schemes, namely the Standard 

Bank Home Loans scheme where MTC assists its employees with 

collateral that enables them to qualify for home loans to build 

their dream homes. The other scheme is the FNB pension-backed 

home loan scheme that allows employees the chance to borrow 

against their pension to put a roof over their and their families’ 

heads. Our philosophy remains that when our employees have 

happy homes, this will filter through to their performance at work.

Employment Equity
MTC continues to be one of the leading corporates that drive  

affirmative action and employment equity as a voluntary strategic 

initiative rather than by simply complying. Over the past year we 

have complied fully with the required Affirmative Action Report, 

as was the case in all previous years. We have, moreover, ensured 

that effective and measurable skills development and transfer 

clauses are in place when we sign with international suppliers, 

thereby empowering our people. Our staff attended various  

international conferences in China, USA, South Africa, Barcelona 

and Portugal to give them international exposure.

Health & Safety
Health and safety continued to remain a top priority in all  

business aspects of MTC. We successfully implemented the  

Occupational Health & Safety management system, which has 

ensured that we manage all safety aspects with due diligence. 

We also maintained our ISO 9001:2008 certification, which keeps 

us accountable as regards to complying with international safety 

and quality standards at all times.
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The Corporate Social Investment Programme
The Corporate Affairs Department has continued to stand out 

as being the most socially responsible enterprise in Namibia 

with strategic investments that uplift communities and build  

the nation.

Sports Development
With an investment of over N$18 million towards soccer, athletics 

and boxing, MTC continued to be the biggest investor in sports 

development in Namibia.

MTC is the main sponsor of the MTC Namibia Premier League, 

the MTC Nestor Sunshine Boxing Academy and the Dr Sam  

Nujoma Marathon. 

The MTC Nestor Sunshine Boxing Academy has received various 

international accolades, which include the honour of being the 

World Boxing Organisation’s African Boxing Academy of the Year. 

We believe that investment in sport is vital because of our belief 

that it not only brings people together but also serves as a tool to 

unite communities and change lives.

ICT Support to Parliamentarians
Information Communication Technology remains a key pillar in 

the  Government’s effort to embrace, enhance and adopt policies 

aimed at fast-tracking E- Governance and furthering the reach of 

ICT usage in Namibia. 

Realising the need to support these efforts, MTC donated iPad 

devices to members of the Namibian Cabinet and Presiding  

Officers of Parliament in the year under review. The donation 

is in line with Government’s agenda for the development of  

information and communications technology (ICT) infrastructure 

and MTC’s commitment to enhance mobile communications  

in Namibia.

MTC believes that ICT is an enabling and empowering  

technology that creates new opportunities for promoting  

sustainable development, alleviating poverty, achieving  

universal service and deepening democratic and good  

governance, among others.

Dr Hage Geingob Soccer Cup
In May 2014 MTC launched the inaugural Dr Hage Geingob  

Soccer Cup as the main sponsor. This is a tribute to Dr Geingob’s 

tireless contribution towards the upliftment and development 

of local sport, particularly football, and is the first of its kind on  

Namibian soil, as it sees local clubs competing against invited 

continental champions from neighbouring countries. 

The Dr Hage Geingob Cup serves as a legacy of the Patron of  

Namibian football, and allows the three top-voted Namibia  

Premier League (NPL) teams to compete at Independence  

Stadium against continental champions.

Dr Hage Geingob soccer cup launched

Supporting SME development
MTC values the importance of the SME sector in Namibia. To 

show its support, MTC remained the main sponsor of the  

Namibia Chamber of Commerce annual SME Conference with a 

total investment of N$90,000. 

MTC supported last year’s theme, Growth at Home, thereby 

continuing its support as a founding member of Team Namibia, 

which, we believe, supplements the Growth at Home strategy. 

Our support to these two strategically placed institutions assists 

them in carrying out their mandate successfully.

THE CORPORATE SOCIAL 
 INVESTMENT PROGRAMME
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Namibia Annual Music Awards
With over 800 artists participating, the Namibia Annual Music 

Awards (NAMA) is Namibia’s biggest music festival to celebrate 

and recognise Namibian musical talent. In 2014 the festival took 

place over two days and was hosted outside Windhoek for the 

first time.

 

In the year under review MTC invested N$5 million towards this 

noble cause. The event honoured the diversity of music in Namibia, 

bringing over 5000 people together and generating a live TV 

audience to a further 500,000. We are confident that music  

continues to be the most effective way of bringing people  

together. Thus MTC continues its support of the Namibian  

music industry.

Namibia Annual Music Awards 2014

MTC Namibia Sports Awards
MTC was the main sponsor of this annual national event, 

which highlights the achievements of local sports stars, top  

administrators and best sports codes. With the Prime Minister as  

keynote speaker, it was set to be a spectacular occasion.

The event saw both able-bodied and disabled athletes being 

awarded substantial category prize monies and awards to the 

total value of N$1 million for their achievement and dedication 

towards sports.

MTC is the main sponsor of the MTC/NSC Awards, investing an 

amount of N$450,000 in the 2014 event.

MTC Namibian Sports Awards 2014

Trade Fairs
In 2014, MTC was by far the largest benefactor of Commercial 

Trade Fairs and Exhibitions in Namibia. Our dedicated teams 

of sales advisors and marketers attended over 22 trade shows 

countrywide, from as far afield as Lüderitz in the Karas Region to 

Katima Mulilo in the Zambezi Region.

With an investment of over N$450,000 annually, MTC is the main 

sponsor of the Ongwediva Annual Trade Fair (OATF). 

Through the Corporate Affairs Department, MTC actively  

maintained a presence at all Trade Fairs across the country due to 

the intrinsic value it brings to the respective communities in which 

we view it as part of our duty to promote economic activities  

actively within the various towns every year.

 

MTC invests over N$1.7 million to support and enable  

participation in various shows and trade fairs across the country. 

The Corporate Social Investment Programme contiunued
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Subscriber Number
In the year under review MTC strategies continued to maintain 

the current subscribers and ensured 60% of new activations. 

Compared to the 2013 financial year, this resulted in a positive 

growth of 9% in the subscriber base for the 2014 financial year.  

Financial performance
As a result of the stable political and economic environment 

in Namibia, MTC’s performance continued its upward trend as  

reported in previous years. A small decrease from 55% to 

54.7% in the EBITDA percentage was accounted for. This small  

decrease in the EBITDA percentage was due largely to increased 

foreign exchange rates, which affected the operating expenditure  

negatively for the year under review. Compared to industry 

benchmarks, this EBITDA percentage is still at the upper end.
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Revenue
A growth from N$1.831 billion to N$2.081 billion was reported 

for the financial year under review. The split between the  

various income streams remains consistent with previous years, 

prepaid revenue being the main revenue stream of the company. 

The growth in revenue of 13.65% can be attributed to the growth 

in subscriber numbers and the number of successful promotions 

run during the year. Revenue from data has increased for both 

prepaid and postpaid customers, due to the increased demand 

for data and the availability of 4G in more areas around Namibia.

Capital Investments
MTC continued capital investment at a high rate, amounting 

to 94.4% of net profit after tax. This is a decrease of 6.3% from 

the 2013 net profit before tax percentage of 100.7%. The main  

capital investment for 2013 was for the MTCXXI Project, 

which included the replacement of the billing system, customer  

relationship management system and the real-time rating platform.
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Dividend payments 

MTC continued to pay dividends at 100% of net profit after tax.

Due to the increase in net profit after tax, we also saw an increase 

of 20.3% in the annual dividends. 

Tax payments
The 2014 tax expense of N$249.2 million is a decrease of 

0.67% from 2013. The company’s effective tax rate decreased 

from 36.9% to 32.3% in 2014. The decrease is due mainly to 

the change in the corporate tax rate from 34% to 33% and the  

increase in deferred tax assets relating to the capital investments 

made in the financial year under review. The accumulated direct 

company tax amounted to N$1.895 billion.
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The directors are responsible for monitoring the preparation 

of and the integrity of the financial statements and other  

information contained in these financial statements.  

   

In order for the board to discharge its responsibilities,  

management has developed and continues to maintain a system 

of internal controls. The board has ultimate responsibility for the 

system of internal controls and reviews its operation primarily 

through the audit committee. 

The internal controls include a risk-based system of internal 

accounting and administrative controls designed to provide 

reasonable assurance that assets are safeguarded and that  

transactions are executed and recorded in accordance with  

generally accepted business practices and the group’s policies 

and procedures. These controls are implemented by trained, 

skilled personnel with an appropriate segregation of duties, 

monitored by management and include a comprehensive  

budgeting and reporting system operating within strict  

deadlines and an appropriate control framework.  

The financial statements are prepared in accordance with  

International Financial Reporting Standards and incorporate  

responsible disclosure in line with the accounting philosophy of 

the group. The financial statements are based on appropriate 

accounting policies consistently applied and supported by  

reasonable and prudent judgements and estimations. 

The directors believe that the company will be a going concern in 

the year ahead. For this reason they continue to adopt the going 

concern basis in preparing the annual financial statements.

The annual financial statements for the year ended 30 September 

2014 set out on pages 23 to 74 were approved by the Board of 

Directors on 9 December 2014 and are signed on its behalf by:

STATEMENT OF RESPONSIBILITY

By the Directors for the year ended 30 September 2014                                             

Director

I Kandjii-Murangi

Director

A M Ferreira Geraldes 
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We have audited the group annual financial statements and  

annual financial statements of Mobile Telecommunications  

Limited, which comprise the consolidated and separate  

statements of financial position as at 30 September 2014, and 

the consolidated and separate statements of profit or loss 

and other comprehensive income, the consolidated and separate 

statements of changes in equity and the consolidated and  

separate statements of cash flows for the year then ended, 

and a summary of significant accounting policies and other  

explanatory notes and the Directors’ Report, as set out on pages 

23 to 74.  

Directors’ Responsibility for the Financial Statements 

The company’s directors are responsible for the preparation  

and fair presentation of these consolidated and separate  

financial statements in accordance with International Financial 

Reporting Standards and in the manner required by the  

Companies Act of Namibia, and for such internal control as the  

directors determine is necessary to enable the preparation of  

consolidated and separate financial statements that are free from  

material misstatement, whether due to fraud or error.  

     

Auditor’s Responsibility  

Our responsibility is to express an opinion on these consolidated 

and separate financial statements based on our audit. We  

conducted our audit in accordance with International  

Standards on Auditing. Those standards require that we comply 

with ethical requirements and plan and perform the audit to obtain  

reasonable assurance whether the consolidated and separate  

financial statements are free from material misstatement.  

    

An audit involves performing procedures to obtain audit  

evidence about the amounts and disclosures in the  

financial statements. The procedures selected depend on  

the auditor’s judgement, including the assessment of the risks  

of material misstatement of the financial statements, whether 

due to fraud or error. In making those risk assessments, the auditor  

considers internal control relevant to the entity’s preparation and  

fair presentation of the financial statements in order to design  

audit procedures that are appropriate in the circumstances, 

but not for the purpose of expressing an opinion on the  

effectiveness of the entity’s internal control. An audit also includes 

evaluating the appropriateness of accounting principles used  

and the reasonableness of accounting estimates made by  

management, as well as evaluating the overall presentation  

of the financial statements.   

     

We believe that the audit evidence we have obtained is sufficient 

and appropriate to provide a basis for our audit opinion. 

Opinion  

In our opinion, the consolidated and separate financial  

statements present fairly, in all material respects, the  

consolidated and separate financial position of Mobile  

Telecommunications Limited as at 30 September 2014, and its  

consolidated and separate financial performance and  

consolidated and separate cash flows for the year then ended 

in accordance with International Financial Reporting Standards,  

and in the manner required by the Companies Act of Namibia. 

     

    

 

Deloitte & Touche   

Registered Accountants and Auditors  

Chartered Accountants (Namibia) 

ICAN practice number: 9407   

Per: Jens Kock  

Partner  

PO Box 47

Windhoek

Namibia  

16 December 2014

Regional Executives:
LL Bam (Chief Executive), 

A Swiegers (Chief Operating Officer), GM Pinnock

Resident partners:
E Tjipuka (Managing Partner), RH McDonald, J Kock, 

H de Bruin, J Cronje, A Akayombokwa

Director: G Brand

INDEPENDENT AUDITORS’ REPORT

To the members of Mobile Telecommunications  Limited                                            
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The directors herewith submit their report which forms part of  

the annual financial statements of the company and the group 

annual financial statements for the financial year ended 30  

September 2014.  

 

Nature of Business  

MTC conducts business as a registered telecommunications 

provider. The principle nature of the business is to invest in the 

telecommunications infrastructure of Namibia for provisioning of 

total communication solutions to the customer base. Although 

MTC is an autonomous Namibian company, it also provides  

international telecommunication solutions through direct liaison  

with providers of telecommunication services worldwide. 

The nature of the business did not change during the year  

under review.  

 

The following business activities are conducted through subsidiaries: 

  

 - Letting of property  

  

 - Dormant  

  

 - Trust established to harness resources for establishing and  

  maintaining infrastructure with the principal focus on the  

  care, welfare and support for children or orphans who can  

  not rely on the support of their parents and are homeless.   

  The trustees have decided to unwind the trust from 30  

  June 2009 onwards. As at 30 September 2014 the Trust  

  had a cash and cash equivalents balance of N$ nil (2013:  

  nil) and a trade and other receivables balance of N$ nil  

  (2013: nil). The trust has been deregistered.

     

Financial results  

The results of operations are set out on page 25.  

The financial position of the group and company are set out in the 

statements of financial position on page 26.  

Group revenue for the year under review was N$ 2 081,8  

million (2013: N$ 1 831,8 million) representing a growth of 13.7% 

over the prior year which was mainly as a result of the growth 

of the subscriber base and the launch of new products and  

services. Group profit from operations increased by N$ 74,5  

million (2013: N$ 151,2 million) mainly due to an increased  

subscriber base and demand for new products and services.  

     

 Subscriber base 2014 2013

  Prepaid 2 328 969   2 141 481 

  Postpaid 143 124    128 020 

  Total 2 472 093   2 269 501

Share capital  

The authorised and issued share capital remained unchanged 

during the year under review. Details of the authorised, issued 

and unissued share capital at 30 September 2014 are set out in 

note 16 to the financial statements. 

  Shareholding 2014 2013 

  Namibia Post and Telecom-

  munications Holdings Limited 66% 66%

  Africatel Holdings B.V.  34% 34% 

  Total 100% 100%

Dividends Distributed 2014 2013

   N$ ‘000 N$ ‘000

Declared 3 December 2012, 

 paid 11 December 2012 -   61 540 

Declared 3 December 2012, 

 paid 2 January 2013 -  119 460

Declared 17 June 2013, 

 paid 5 July 2013 -   133 980 

Declared 17 June 2013, 

 paid 5 July 2013 -  69 020 

Declared 3 December 2013, 

 paid 31 December 2013  75 140    - 

Declared 3 December 2013, 

 paid 2 January 2014  145 860    -

Declared 17 June 2014, 

 paid 31 July 2014  81 940     - 

Declared 17 June 2014, 

 paid 31 July 2014  159 060   - 

Total  462,000  384 000 

DIRECTORS’ REPORT

For the year ended 30 September 2014                                         
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Dividend declared subsequent to year end 

On 9 December 2014, a dividend of N$ 263 000 000 was 

declared, but has not yet been paid out to the shareholders at 

the date of these financial statements.   

     

Capital expenditure 

For the year under review, capital expenditure approved was 

N$ 454 million (2013: N$ 467 million) which included capital 

expenditure carried forward from the previous financial year. The 

capital expenditure incurred was N$ 513 million (2013: N$ 427 

million), which was funded out of internal cash generated from 

operations, with the main aim to ensure capacity in the existing 

network and extensive coverage within Namibia. The capital 

expenditure incurred was more than the approved expenditure 

due mainly to unforeseen foreign exchange rate increases.  

     

Property, plant and equipment 
There has been no change in the nature or use of the group’s and 

company’s property, plant and equipment. 

Subsidiaries  

Details of the company’s interest in its subsidiaries at 30 

September 2014 are set out on page 54 in note 12. 

Directors and secretary  

Particulars of the present directors and secretary are given on 

page 20.

There were no changes to the Board of Directors for the year 

under review.   

     

Subsequent events  

No events or circumstances which materially affect the  

interpretation of the financial statements have arisen between  

30 September 2014 and the date of this report.

Shareholding Structure as at 30 September 2014

Nami ia Post

100%

NPTH
Nami ia Post and Telecom-

munications Holdings)

Africatel Holdings B. V.
(Portugal Telecom)

Telecom Nami ia

100%66%34%

Directors’ Report
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  N$’000  N$’000 N$’000  N$’000

REVENUE 3 2 081 831     1 831 786   2 081 831     1 831 786 

OTHER INCOME   1 783      2 426    2 125      3 037

  2 083 614      1 834 212  2 083 956      1 834 823

Changes in inventories of finished goods   129 946      118 893    129 946     118 893

Direct costs    366 372      302 145    366 372     302 145

Sales and marketing    75 908      74 897   75 908     74 897

General and administration   172 342     152 234    172 583     152 453

Personnel costs    200 861      179 012    200 861     179 012

Depreciation   231 469     205 563    231 395     205 489

Amortisation  177 221    146 460   177 221     146 460

PROFIT FROM OPERATIONS 3   729 495     655 008   729 670     655 474 

Finance income 4   16 451     17 606    16 448     17 602

Finance costs 5    14     12     14      12 

PROFIT BEFORE TAXATION   745 932     672 602    746 104      673 064

Taxation 7   241 056     248 179    241 112     248 269

PROFIT FOR THE YEAR   504 876     424 423    504 992     424 795

Other comprehensive income  -      -     -      -   

Taxation thereon  -      -     -      -   

        

   504 876     424 423    504 992     424 795

       

Profit attributable to:        

Equity holders of the parent   504 876     424 423    504 992     424 795 

      

Total comprehensive income attributable to:        

Equity holders of the parent   504 876     424 423    504 992     424 795

        

    

- Basic and diluted 8  2 019,5   1 697,7  2 020,0   1 699,2

  1 848,0     1 536,0   1 848,0     1 536,0
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  N$’000  N$’000 N$’000  N$’000

ASSETS      

NON-CURRENT ASSETS       

Property, plant and equipment 9   961 429     1 019 336    958 977     1 016 810

Intangible assets 11   417 627     257 757   417 627    257 757

Investment in subsidiaries 12  -      -      2 878      2 819 

Long term deposit 21.3  36 724     36 663    36 724     36 663

  1 415 780     1 313 756   1 416 206     1 314 049

CURRENT ASSETS       

Inventories 13  73 534    68 930   73 534     68 930

Trade and other receivables 14   152 634     125 049    152 632     125 046

Cash and cash equivalents 15   278 009     314 088   277 957    313 997

   504 177     508 067    504 123     507 973

TOTAL ASSETS  1 919 957     1 821 823   1 920 329     1 822 022

       

CAPITAL AND RESERVES       

Share capital 16  25 000    25 000   25 000    25 000

Retained income  1 190 980     1 148 104   1 191 117     1 148 125

Total equity  1 215 980     1 173 104   1 216 117     1 173 125

NON-CURRENT LIABILITIES       

Deferred taxation 17   250 178     259 237    250 434     259 437

   250 178     259 237    250 434     259 437

CURRENT LIABILITIES       

Trade and other payables  18  274 330    250 391    274 289     250 349

Deferred revenue 19   171 340     131 882    171 340     131 882

Taxation 20.2 8 129    7 209    8 149     7 229

   453 799     389 482    453 778     389 460

TOTAL EQUITY AND LIABILITIES  1 919 957     1 821 823   1 920 329     1 822 022  

 

          

  

          

  

          

  

As at 30 September 2014                                         
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 Share  Retained Total

 capital income 

 N$’000  N$’000  N$’000 

GROUP 

Balance at 30 September 2012  25 000  1 107 681   1 132 681 

Total comprehensive income for the year -    424 423    424 423 
 Profit  for the year  -    424 423     424 423  

Ordinary dividends -  (384 000) (384 000)

Balance at 30 September 2013 25 000  1 148 104   1 173 104 

Total comprehensive income for the year -    504 876     504 876 
 Profit  for the year  -    504 876     504 876  

Ordinary dividends -  (462 000) (462 000)

Balance at 30 September 2014 25 000  1 190 980   1 215 980 

COMPANY

Balance at 30 September 2012 25 000  1 107 330   1 132 330 

Total comprehensive income for the year -    424 795     424 795 
 Profit  for the year  -    424 795     424 795  

Ordinary dividends -  (384 000) (384 000)

Balance at 30 September 2013 25 000  1 148 125   1 173 125 

Total comprehensive income for the year  -   504 992    504 992 
 Profit  for the year  -   504 992    504 992  

Ordinary dividends -  (462 000) (462 000)

Balance at 30 September 2014 25 000  1 191 117  1 216 117  

STATEMENTS OF CHANGES IN EQUITY

For the year ended 30 September 2014                                         
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  N$’000  N$’000 N$’000  N$’000

CASH FLOWS FROM        

OPERATING ACTIVITIES       

Cash receipts from customers  2 056 029     1 851 076   2 056 370      1 851 676

Cash paid to suppliers and employees    (881 409)   (732 713)   (881,649)   (732 933)

Cash generated from operations 20.1  1 174 620     1 118 360   1 174 721     1 118 741

Finance cost  (14)   (12)  (14)   (12)

Finance income   16 451     17 606    16 448     17 602

Taxation paid 20.2 (249 195)   (250 870)  (249 195)   (251 211)

Net cash flows from operating activities   941 862     885 084    941 960     885 120 

CASH FLOWS FROM

INVESTING ACTIVITIES       

Purchase of property, plant and equipment 9  (161 326)   (222 476)  (161 326)   (222 476)

Acquisitions of intangible assets 11  (315 405)   (204 937)  (315 405)   (204 937)

Proceeds on disposal of property, 

plant and equipment    756     5 131    756     5 131 

Proceeds on disposal on intangibles assets  -      -   -      -   

Construction deposit paid  (36 724)   (36 464)  (36 464)   (36 464)

Net movement in subsidiary company loan   -      -     (59)   55

Net cash flows from investing activities  (512 699)   (458 746)  (512 758)   (458 691)

CASH FLOWS FROM

FINANCING ACTIVITIES       

Dividends paid  (462 000)   (384 000)  (462 000)   (384 000)

Net cash flows from financing activities  (462 000)   (384 000)  (462 000)   (384 000)

NET CHANGE IN CASH AND       

CASH EQUIVALENTS  (32 837)    42 338  (32 798)    42 429

NET FOREIGN EXCHANGE DIFFERENCES 24.1 (3 242)    (13 740) (3 242)    (13 740)

CASH AND CASH EQUIVALENTS       

AT BEGINNING OF YEAR   314 088     285 490    313 997     285 308

CASH AND CASH EQUIVALENTS       

AT END OF YEAR 15  278 009     314 088   277 957     313 997

For the year ended 30 September 2014                                         
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1.1 Basis of preparation  

The financial statements set out on pages 23 to 74 are prepared 

on a going concern basis using the historical cost basis, except 

for financial assets and liabilities recorded at fair value. All  

monetary information and figures presented in these financial 

statements are stated in thousands of Namibia Dollar (N$’000), 

since that is the functional currency. The policies applied are 

consistent with those applied in the previous year.  

 

 Statement of compliance  

The financial statements of the company and group have been 

prepared in accordance with International Financial Reporting  

Standards (IFRS’s) as issued by the International Accounting 

Standards Board (IASB) and the requirements of the Companies 

Act of Namibia. References to the ”group” include the company, 

unless stated otherwise.

  

 Changes in accounting policy and disclosures 

The accounting policies adopted by the entity are consistent 

with those of the previous financial year, except as follows:

 STANDARDS AND INTERPRETATIONS EFFECTIVE AND

 IMPLEMENTED  

The company has adopted the following new and amended IFRS 

and IFRIC interpretations during the year. The adoption of these 

revised standards and interpretations did not have any effect on 

the financial performance or position of the company. They did 

however give rise to additional disclosures, including in some 

cases, revision to accounting policies.   

     

 IFRS 1: First time adoption of IFRS (Amended) - 

 effective on/after 1 January 2013   

The amendment effectively adds an exception to the retrospective 

application of IFRS’s to require that first-time adopters apply the 

requirements in IFRS 9: Financial Instruments and IAS 20: Accounting 

for Government Grants and disclosure of Government Assistance 

prospectively to government loans existing at the date of transition 

to IFRS’s.

 

IFRS 7: Financial instruments: Disclosures (Amended) -

 effective on/after 1 January 2013 

Amendments require entities to disclose gross amounts  

subject to rights of set-off amounts in accordance with  

the accounting standards followed and the related net credit  

exposure. This information will help investors understand  

the extent to which an entity has set off in its statement  

of financial position and the effects of rights of set-off  

on the entity’s rights and obligations.

 IFRS 10: Consolidated financial statements -

 effective on/after 1 January 2013

IFRS 10 replaces all of the guidance on control and consolidation 

in SIC 12: Consolidation - Special purpose Entities and IAS 27:  

Consolidated and Separate financial statements. IAS 27 is  

renamed “Separate Financial statements” and it continues to be a 

standard dealing solely with separate financial statements. IFRS 10 

changes the definition of control so that the criteria are applied to all  

entities to determine control. It also provides additional guidance 

to assist in the determination of control where this is difficult  

to assess. 

 IFRS 11: Joint Arrangements -

 effective on/after 1 January 2013 

This new standard deals with the accounting for joint  

arrangements. Changes in the definitions have reduced the 

“types” of joint arrangements to two: joint operations and 

joint ventures. The previous policy choice of proportionate  

consolidation for jointly controlled entities has been eliminated. 

Equity accounting is mandatory for participants in joint ventures.

 IFRS 12: Disclosure of interests in other entities -

 effective on/after 1 January 2013

This standard includes the disclosure requirements for all forms 

of interests in other entities, including joint arrangements,  

associates, special purpose vehicles and other off statement of 

financial position vehicles.

 IFRS 13: Fair value measurement -

 effective on/after 1 January 2013 

This standard aims to improve and reduce complexity by providing  

a precise definition of fair value and a single source of fair value  

measurement and disclosure  requirements for use across IFRS’s. 
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 Changes in accounting policy and disclosures (continued)

 IAS 1: Presentation of Financial Statements (Amended) -

 effective on/after 1 January 2013 

The amendment includes changes from the annual  

improvements cycle 2009 - 2011 which provides clarification  

regarding comparative information.

 IAS 16: Property, Plant and Equipment (Amended) - 

 effective on/after 1 January 2013 

The amendment includes changes from the annual  

improvements cycle 2009 - 2011 which provides new  

guidelines for classification of servicing equipment.

 IAS 19: Employee benefits (Amended) -

 effective on/after 1 January 2013 

The amendment includes new requirements for pensions, other 

post retirement benefits and termination benefits. The main 

amendments include:

 -  Requiring the recognition of changes in the net defined  

  benefit liability (asset) including immediate recognition of  

  defined benefit cost, disaggregation of defined benefit  

  cost into components, recognition of remeasurements  

  in other comprehensive income, plan amendments,  

  curtailments and settlements (eliminating the ‘corridor  

  approach’ permitted by the existing IAS 19);

 -  Introducing enhanced disclosures about defined  

  benefit plans;

 -  Modifying accounting for termination benefits, including  

  distinguishing benefits provided in exchange for service  

  and benefits provided in exchange for the termination 

  of employment and affect the recognition and  

  measurement of termination benefits

 -  Clarifying various miscellaneous issues, including the  

  classification of employee benefits, current estimates of  

  mortality rates, tax and administration costs and  

  risksharing and conditional indexation features.

 IAS 27: Consolidated and separate financial statements

 (Amended) - effective on/after 1 January 2013

IAS 27 has been renamed “Separate Financial Statements” and 

it continues to be the standard dealing solely with separate  

financial statements. The existing guidance for separate  

financial statements is unchanged.

 IAS 28: Investments in Associated (Amended) -

 effective on/after 1 January 2013

IAS 28 now includes the requirements for joint ventures as well 

as associated to be equity accounted following the issue of IFRS 

11: Joint Arrangements.

 IAS 32: Financial Instruments - Presentation (Amended) -

 effective on/after 1 January 2013 

The amendment includes changes from the annual  

improvements cycles 2009 - 2011 and clarifies that tax effect 

of a distribution to holders of equity instruments should be  

accounted for in accordance with IAS 12: Income Taxes.

 IAS 34: Interim Financial Reporting (Amended) -

 effective on/after 1 January 2013 

The amendment includes changes from the annual  

improvements cycles 2009 - 2011 and clarifies interim  

reporting of segment information for total assets in order to  

enhance consistency with the requirements in IFRS 8:  

Operating Segments.

 IFRIC 20: Stripping costs in the production phase of a surface  

 mine - effective on/after 1 January 2013 

This interpretation applies to waste removal costs that are  

incurred in surface mining activities during the production 

phase of the mine. It addresses the recognition of production  

stripping costs as an asset at initial measurement of the stripping  

activity asset and subsequent measurement of the stripping  

activity asset. 
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 Changes in accounting policy and disclosures (continued)

 STANDARDS AND INTERPRETATIONS NOT YET EFFECTIVE AND  

 NOT EARLY ADOPTED

The following standards, amendments and interpretations are 

not yet effective and have not been early adopted by the company:

 IFRS 2: Sharebased payments (Amended) -

 effective on/after 1 July 2014

The amendment includes changes from the annual  

improvements cycle 2010 - 2012 and amends the definitions of 

‘vesting condition’ and ‘market condition’ and adds definitions 

for ‘performance condition’ and ‘service condition’.

 IFRS 3: Business Combinations (Amended) -

 effective 1 July 2014 

The amendment includes changes from the annual  

improvements cycle 2010 - 2012 and require contingent  

consideration that is classified as an asset or a liability to be 

measured at fair value at each reporting date. 

The amendment includes changes from the annual  

improvements cycle 2011 - 2013 and clarifies that IFRS 3  

excludes from its scope the accounting for the formation of 

a joint arrangement in the financial statements of the joint  

arrangement itself.

 IFRS 7: Financial Instruments: Disclosures (Amended) -

 effective on/after 1 July 2016 

The amendment includes changes from the annual  

improvements cycle 2012 - 2014 and provides additional  

guidance to clarify whether a servicing contract is continuing 

involvement in a transferred asset, and clarification on offsetting 

disclosures in condensed interim financial statements.

 IFRS 8: Operating Segments - effective on/after 1 July 2014

The amendment includes changes from the annual  

improvements cycle 2010 - 2012 and requires disclosure of the 

judgements made by management in applying the aggregation 

criteria to operating segments, clarify reconciliations of segment 

assets only required if segment assets are reported regularly.

 IFRS 9: Financial Instruments - effective 1 January 2017 

 The amendments to IFRS 9 include:

 -  A new chapter to IFRS 9 on hedge accounting, putting in  

  place a new hedge accounting model that is designed to  

  be more closely aligned with how entities undertake risk  

  management activities when hedging financial and  

  non-financial risk exposures;

 -  Permits an entity to apply only the requirements  

  introduced in IFRS 9 (2010) for the presentation of  

  gains and losses on financial liabilities designated as  

  at fair value through profit or loss without applying  

  the other requirements of IFRS 9, meaning the  

  portion of the change in fair value related to changes  

  in the entity’s own credit risk can be presented in  

  other comprehensive income rather than within  

  profit or loss; IFRS 10: Consolidated financial statements   

  and IFRS 12: Disclosures of interests in other entities  

  effective on/after 1 January 2014.

 

 IFRS 10: Consolidated financial statements  and IFRS 12: 

 Disclosures of interests in other entities- 

 effective on/after 1 January 2014 

Amends IFRS 10 and IFRS 12 to provide ‘investment entities’ 

(as defined) an exemption from the consolidation of particular  

subsidiaries and instead require that an investment  

entity measure the investment in each eligible subsidiary at fair  

value  through profit or loss in accordance with IFRS 9: Financial  

Instruments. This amendment also includes additional disclosure 

as to why this subsidiary is considered and investment entity as 

well as the nature of the relationship and transactions between the  

entities. Investment entities are also required to be accounted 

for on the same basis for both the consolidated and separate 

financial statements.
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 Changes in accounting policy and disclosures (continued) 

 IFRS 13: Fair value measurement (Amended) -

 effective on/after 1 July 2014 

The amendment includes changes from the annual  

improvements cycles 2010 - 2013 and clarifies that issuing IFRS 

13 and amending IFRS 9 and IAS 39 did not remove the ability 

to measure certain short-term receivables and payables on an  

undiscounted basis (amends basis for conclusions only) as 

well as to clarify the scope of the portfolio exception in  

paragraph 52.

 IFRS 14: Regulatory Deferral accounts -

 effective on/after 1 January 2016

IFRS 14 permits an entity which is a first-time adopter of  

International Financial Reporting Standards to continue to  

account, with some limited changes, for ‘regulatory deferral  

account balances’ in accordance with its previous GAAP, both on 

initial adoption of IFRS and in subsequent financial statements.

 IFRS 15: Revenue from contracts with customers -

 effective on/after 1 January 2017

IFRS 15 provides a single, principles based five-step model to be 

applied to all contracts with customers. The 5 steps in the model 

are as follows:

 -  Identify the contract with the customer;

 -  Identify the performance obligations in the contract,

 -  Determine the transaction price;

 -  Allocate the transaction price to the performance  

  obligations in the contracts; and

 -  Recognise revenue when (or as) the entity satisfies a  

  performance obligation. 

Guidance is provided on topics such as the point in which  

revenue is recognised, accounting for variable consideration, 

costs of fulfilling and obtaining a contract and various related 

matters. New disclosures about revenue are also introduced.

 IAS 19: Employee Benefits (Amended) -

 effective 1 July 2014 

Amended to clarify the requirements that relate to how  

contributions from employees or third parties that are linked 

to service should be attributed to periods of service. In  

addition, it permits a practical expedient if the amount of the  

contributions is independent of the number of years of service, 

in that contributions, can, but are not required, to be recognised 

as a reduction in the service cost in the period in which the  

related service is rendered.

 IAS 24: Related party disclosure - effective 1 July 2014 

The amendment includes changes from the annual  

improvements cycles 2010 - 2012 and clarify how payments to 

entities providing management services are to be disclosed.

 IAS 32: Financial Instruments: Presentation (Amended) -

 effective 1 January 2014 

Amended to clarify certain aspects arising from the  

amendment to IFRS 7 relating to offsetting of financial assets  

and liabilities, because of diversity in application of the  

requirements on offsetting, focused on four main areas:

 -  the meaning of ‘currently has a legally enforceable right of  

  set-off’;

 -  the application of simultaneous realisation and settlement;

 -  the offsetting of collateral amounts; and

 -  the unit of account for applying the offsetting requirements.

 IAS 36: Impairment of assets (Amended) -

 effective 1 January 2014

Amends “IAS 36: Impairment of Assets” to reduce the  

circumstances in which the recoverable amount of  

assets or cash-generating units is required to be disclosed,  

clarify the disclosures required, and to introduce an explicit 

requirement to disclose the discount rate used in determining  

impairment (or reversals) where recoverable amount (based on 

fair value less costs of disposal) is determined using a present  

value technique.  
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 Changes in accounting policy and disclosures (continued)

 IAS 39: Financial Instruments: Recognition and Measurement  

 (Amended) - effective 1 January 2014 

Amends “IAS 39 Financial Instruments: Recognition and  

Measurement” to make it clear that there is no need to  

discontinue hedge accounting if a hedging derivative is  

novated, provided certain criteria are met. 

A novation indicates an event where the original parties to a  

derivative agree that one or more clearing counterparties  

replace their original counterparty to become the new  

counterparty to each of the parties. In order to apply the  

amendments and continue hedge accounting, novation to a 

central counterparty (CCP) must happen as a consequence of 

laws or regulations or the introduction of laws or regulations. 

Basis of consolidation 

The group annual financial statements consolidate the  

financial statements of the company and all subsidiaries as at 30  

September each year.  Subsidiaries are fully consolidated from 

the date of acquisition, being the date on which the group  

obtains control, and continue to be consolidated until the 

date that such control ceases.  The financial statements of the  

subsidiaries are prepared for the same reporting year as the  

parent company, using consistent accounting policies. 

Subsidiaries are defined as those companies in which the 

group, either directly or indirectly, has more than one half of the  

voting rights, has the right to appoint more than half the board of 

directors or otherwise has the power to control the financial and 

operating activities of the entity. All entities which the group has 

the ability to control are consolidated from the effective date of 

acquisition, being the date the group obtains control, up to the 

date effective control is ceased. 

The identifiable assets and liabilities of companies acquired are 

assessed and included in the statement of financial position at 

their fair values as at the date of acquisition. 

The company carries its investments in subsidiaries at cost less 

accumulated impairment losses. 

All intra-group balances, income and expenses, unrealised gains 

and losses and dividends resulting from intra-group transactions 

are eliminated in full. 

A change in the ownership interest of a subsidiary, without a loss 

of control, is accounted for as an equity transaction. If the Group 

loses control over a subsidiary, it:

 - Derecognises the assets (including goodwill) and  

  liabilities of the subsidiary;

 - Derecognises the carrying amount of any  

  non-controlling interest;

 -  Derecognises the cumulative translation differences  

  recorded in equity;

 - Recognises the fair value of the consideration received;  

  and

 -  Recognises the fair value of any investment retained.

 Set-off

Assets and liabilities are offset, if a legally enforceable right exists 

to set off current assets against current liabilities. Deferred tax  

assets and deferred tax liabilities are offset, if a legally  

enforceable right exists to set off current tax assets against  

current tax liabilities and the deferred taxes relate to the same 

taxable entity and the same taxation authority.

 assumptions 

Judgements made by management 

The preparation of the group’s consolidated financial statements 

in conformity with IFRS requires management to make judgements, 

estimates and assumptions that affect reported amounts and  

related disclosures. However, uncertainty about these could  

result in actual results that differ from these estimates. Certain 

accounting policies have been identified as involving particularly 

complex or subjective judgements or assessments, as follows: 
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 Allowance for doubtful debts 

The group has made significant judgements and estimates  

relating to allowances for doubtful debts.  This allowance is created 

where there is objective evidence, for example probability of  

insolvency or significant financial difficulties of the debtor, that 

the company will not be able to collect all the amounts due under 

the original terms of the invoice.  An estimate is made with regard 

to the probability of insolvency and the estimated amount of the 

debtors that will not be able to pay. 

 Asset lives and residual values 

Property, plant and equipment are depreciated over its useful 

life taking into account residual values, where appropriate. The  

actual lives of the assets and residual values are assessed  

annually and may vary depending on a number of factors. In  

re-assessing asset lives, factors such as technological  

innovation and maintenance programmes are taken into account.  

Residual value assessments consider issues such as future market  

conditions, the remaining life of the asset and projected  

disposal values. 

 Intangible assets 

Intangible assets are amortised over their finite useful lives. 

The carrying amount of intangible assets is reviewed annually 

and adjusted for impairment if there is an indication that it may  

be impaired. 

 Impairment of non financial assets 

Property, plant and equipment are considered for impairment 

if there is a reason to believe that impairment may be necessary.  

Factors taken into consideration in reaching such a decision 

include the economic viability of the asset itself and where it is a 

component of a larger economic unit, the viability of that unit 

itself.  Future cash flows expected to be generated by the  

assets are projected, taking into account market conditions and 

the expected useful lives of the assets. The present value of these 

cash flows, determined using an appropriate discount rate, is 

compared to the current net asset value and, if lower, the assets 

are impaired to the present value. 

 

 Impairment of intangible assets 

The group determines whether intangible assets are impaired at 

least on an annual basis. This requires estimation of the value in 

use of the intangible assets. Estimating the value in use requires 

the group to make an estimate of the future cash flows associated 

with the respective assets and also to choose a suitable discount 

rate in order to calculate the present value of those cash flows.

 Sources of estimation uncertainty 

There are no key assumptions concerning the future and other 

key sources of estimation uncertainty at the reporting date that 

management have assessed as having a significant risk of causing 

material adjustment to the carrying amounts of the assets and  

liabilities within the next financial year, except for the  

assumptions and key sources of estimation uncertainty with  

regard to retention bonuses as disclosed in note 18.

 Property, plant and equipment 

Property, plant and equipment are stated at cost less  

accumulated depreciation and accumulated impairment losses. 

Such cost includes the cost of replacing part of the plant and 

equipment when that cost is incurred, if the recognition criteria 

are met. Likewise, when a major inspection is performed, its cost 

is recognised in the carrying amount of the plant and equipment 

as a replacement if the recognition criteria are satisfied. Certain 

internal costs, such as materials, work force and transportation, 

incurred to build or produce tangible assets are capitalized if the 

recognition criteria are satisfied. All other repair and maintenance 

costs are recognised in profit or loss as incurred.  

Depreciation is calculated so as to write off the cost of  

property, plant and equipment on a straight line basis, over the  

estimated useful life of the asset to its residual value. Land is not  

depreciated. Capital work in progress is not depreciated as 

these assets are not yet available for use. Depreciation rates  

used are: 
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 Property, plant and equipment (continued) 

   
   per annum per annum
Buildings  5% 5%
Computer and 
prepaid equipment 8.28 - 63.16% 9.38 - 63.16%
Network equipment 6.09 - 60% 6.09 - 60%
Motor vehicles 
(excl. Land Cruisers) 16 - 25% 16 - 25%

Motor vehicles 6.94 - 25% 6.94 - 25%

Furniture and fittings 6.24 - 20% 6.24 - 20%

Leasehold improvements 16.67 - 33.3% 16.66 - 33.33%

Staff handsets 50% 50%

Projects   50% 50%

Residual values, useful lives and methods are reviewed, and  

adjusted if appropriate, at each financial year end.

The carrying values of property, plant and equipment are reviewed 

for impairment when events or changes in circumstances indicate 

the carrying value may not be recoverable.  If any such indication 

exists and where the carrying values exceed the estimated 

recoverable amount, the assets or cash-generating units are written 

down to their recoverable amount.  The recoverable amount of 

property, plant and equipment is the greater of net selling price 

and value in use.  In assessing value in use, the estimated future 

cash flows are discounted to their present value using a pre-tax 

discount rate that reflects current market assessments of the time 

value of money and the risks specific to the asset. Each significant 

component included in an item of property, plant and equipment 

is separately recorded and depreciated. The depreciation rates 

corresponds to the estimated average useful lives of the respective 

assets.  For an asset that does not generate largely independent 

cash inflows, the recoverable amount is determined for the 

cash-generating unit to which the asset belongs.  Impairment 

losses are recognised in the statement of profit or loss and other 

comprehensive income.

An item of property, plant and equipment is derecognised upon 

disposal or when no future economic benefits are expected to 

arise from the continued use of the asset. Any gain or loss arising 

on derecognition of the asset is included in the statement of 

comprehensive income in the year the item is derecognised. 

General and special purpose buildings are generally classified 

as owner occupied. They are held at cost and depreciated as 

property, plant and equipment and not regarded as investment 

properties.

 Intangible assets 

Intangible assets acquired separately are measured on initial 

recognition at cost. Following initial recognition, intangible assets 

are carried at cost less any accumulated amortisation and any 

accumulated impairment losses. Intangible assets are recognised 

if any future economic benefits are expected and those benefits 

could be reliably measured. Intangible assets consist of software 

licences. The amortisation rate used is:

    per annum per annum

Computer software 8 - 70.59% 8 - 70.59% 

Network software 20 - 33.33% 20 - 33.33% 

Customer bases 20 - 33.33% 20 - 33.33% 

Licenses  20% 20%

The useful lives of intangible assets are assessed as either finite 

or indefinite. Intangibles with finite lives are amortised over the 

useful economic life and assessed for impairment whenever 

there is an indication that the intangible asset may be impaired.  

The amortisation expense is recognised in profit or loss in the  

statement of comprehensive income.

The amortisation period and the amortisation method is reviewed 

at each financial year end. Changes in the expected useful life of 

the assets are accounted for by changing the amortisation period, 

as appropriate, and treated as changes in accounting estimates. 
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  Borrowing costs 

Borrowing costs directly attributable to the acquisition, construction 

or production of qualifying assets are capitalised as part of the cost of 

such asset.  All other borrowing costs are recognised as an expense 

when incurred. Borrowing costs consist of interest and other costs 

that an entity incurs in connection with the borrowing of funds.

 Investments and other financial assets

Financial assets within the scope of “IAS 39: Financial Instruments 

recognition and measurement” are classified as financial assets 

at fair value through profit or loss, loans and receivables, held 

to maturity investments and available for sale financial assets, as 

appropriate. When financial assets are recognised initially, they 

are measured at fair value plus, in the case of investments not at 

fair value through profit or loss, directly attributable transaction 

costs.

The group determines the classification of its financial assets 

on initial recognition and, where allowed and appropriate,  

re-evaluates this designation at each financial year end. At year 

end the group’s financial assets consist of loans and receivables 

and financial instruments at fair value through profit or loss.

 Loans and receivables 

Loans and receivables are non-derivative financial assets with 

fixed or determinable payments that are not quoted in an 

active market. After initial measurement loans and receivables 

are subsequently carried at amortised cost using the effective 

interest method less any allowance for impairment. Amortised 

cost is calculated taking into account any discount or premium 

on acquisition and includes fees that are an integral part of the 

effective interest rate and transaction costs. Gains and losses are 

recognised in profit or loss in the statement of comprehensive 

income when the loans and receivables are derecognised or 

impaired, as well as through the amortisation process.

 Fair value 

The fair value of investments that are actively traded in organised 

financial markets is determined by reference to quoted market 

bid prices at the close of business on the reporting date. 

For investments where there is no active market, fair value is 

determined using valuation techniques. Such techniques include 

using recent arm’s length market transactions; reference to the 

current market value of another instrument, which is substantially 

the same; discounted cash flow analysis or other valuation 

models.

 Financial assets at fair value through profit or loss

Financial assets at fair value through profit or loss includes 

financial assets held for trading and financial assets designated 

upon initial recognition at fair value through profit or loss.

Financial assets are classified as held for trading if they are 

acquired for the purpose of selling or repurchasing in the near 

term. Derivatives, including separated embedded derivatives 

are also classified as held for trading unless they are designated 

as effective hedging instruments as defined by IAS 39. Financial 

assets at fair value through profit and loss are carried in the 

statement of financial position at fair value with net changes in 

fair value recognised as finance costs in profit and loss. Financial 

assets designated upon initial recognition at fair value through 

profit and loss are designated at their initial recognition date and 

only if the criteria under IAS 39 are satisfied.

 Impairment of financial assets 

The group assesses at each reporting date whether a financial 

asset or group of financial assets is impaired.

 Assets carried at amortised cost 

If there is objective evidence that an impairment loss on loans 

and receivables carried at amortised cost has been incurred, the 

amount of the loss is measured as the difference between the  

asset’s carrying amount and the present value of estimated  

future cash flows (excluding future credit losses that have not been  

incurred) discounted at the financial asset’s original effective  

interest rate (i.e. the effective interest rate computed at initial  

recognition). The carrying amount of the asset shall be reduced 

either directly or through use of an allowance account. The 

amount of the loss shall be recognised in profit or loss in the 

statement of comprehensive income.
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 Assets carried at amortised cost (continued) 

The group first assesses whether objective evidence of impairment 

exists individually for financial assets that are significant, and  

individually or collectively for financial assets that are not  

significant. If it is determined that no objective evidence of 

impairment exists for an individually assessed financial asset, 

whether significant or not, the asset is included in a group of  

financial assets with similar credit risk characteristics and that 

group of  financial assets is collectively assessed for impairment.  

Assets that are individually assessed for impairment and for  

which an impairment loss is or continues to be recognised  

are not included in a collective assessment of impairment.  

    

If, in a subsequent period, the amount of the impairment loss  

decreases and the decrease can be related objectively to an 

event occurring after the impairment was recognised, the  

previously recognised impairment loss is reversed. Any  

subsequent reversal of an impairment loss is recognised in profit 

or loss in the statement of comprehensive income, to the extent 

that the carrying value of the asset does not exceed its amortised 

cost at the reversal date.  

In relation to trade receivables a provision for impairment is 

made when there is objective evidence (such as the probability of  

insolvency or significant financial difficulties of the debtor) that 

the group will not be able to collect all of the amounts due  

under the original terms of the invoice. The carrying amount 

of the receivable is reduced through the use of an allowance  

account. Impaired debts are derecognised when they are  

assessed as uncollectible.  

  Financial liabilities  

All financial liabilities are recognised initially at fair value plus, 

in the case of loans and borrowings, directly attributable cost.  

Financial liabilities are measured at amortised cost where a 

 maturity date exists, or cost if no maturity date exists. 

Subsequently amortised cost is calculated on the effective  

interest rate method. Gains and losses on subsequent  

measurement are taken to profit or loss in the statement of  

comprehensive income. 

 Derecognition of financial assets and liabilities

 Financial assets 

The Group has transferred its rights to receive cash flows from 

the asset or has assumed an obligation to pay the received 

cash flows in full without material delay to a third party under a  

‘pass-through’ arrangement; and either

 - the Group has transferred substantially all the risks and  

  rewards of the asset, or

 -  the Group has neither transferred nor retained substantially  

  all the risks and rewards of the asset, but has transferred  

  control of the asset.

 Financial liabilities 

A financial liability is derecognised when the obligation under the 

liability is discharged or cancelled or expires. 

 Offsetting of financial instruments 

Financial assets and financial liabilities are offset and the net 

amount reported in the consolidated statement of financial  

position if, and only if: There is a currently enforceable legal 

right to offset the recognised amounts and there is an intention 

to settle on a net basis, or to realise the assets and settle the  

liabilities simultaneously. 

 Cash and cash equivalents 

Cash and short term deposits in the statement of financial  

position comprise cash at banks and at hand and short term  

deposits with an original maturity of three months or less. Cash 

and cash equivalents are classified as loans and receivables and 

are subsequently recognised at amortised cost.

For the purpose of the consolidated statement of cash flows, 

cash and cash equivalents consist of cash and cash equivalents as  

defined above, net of outstanding bank overdrafts.

    Inventories

Inventories are valued at the lower of cost and net realisable 

value. Cost is incurred in bringing each product to its present 

location and condition are accounted for by  using the weighted 

average cost per item purchased during the financial year. 
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Net realisable value is the estimated selling price in the ordinary 

course of business, less estimated costs of completion and the 

estimated costs necessary to make the sale.

 Provisions

Provisions are recognised when the group has a present  

obligation (legal or constructive) as a result of a past event, 

it is probable that an outflow of resources embodying  

economic benefits will be required to settle the obligation 

and a reliable estimate can be made of the amount of the  

obligation. Where the group expects some or all of a provision to be  

reimbursed, for example under an insurance contract, the  

reimbursement is recognised as a separate asset but only when 

the reimbursement is virtually certain. The expense relating to 

any provision is presented in the statement of comprehensive  

income net of any reimbursement. If the effect of the time value 

of money is material, provisions are discounted using a current  

pre-tax rate that reflects, where appropriate, the risks specific 

to the liability. Where discounting is used, the increase in the 

provision due to the passage of time is recognised as a finance 

cost. 

  Defined contribution plans 

Contributions in respect of defined contribution plans are 

recognised as an expense in the year to which they relate.

  Leases

Leases are classified as finance leases whenever the terms of the 

lease transfer substantially all the risks and rewards of ownership  

to the lessee.  All other leases are classified as operating leases.

  Group as lessor 

Amounts due from lessees under finance leases are recorded as 

receivables at the amount of the group’s net investment in the 

leases.  Finance lease income is allocated to the accounting 

periods so as to reflect a constant periodic rate of return on the 

group’s net investment outstanding in respect of the leases.

Amounts due from lessees under finance leases are recorded as 

receivables at the amount of the group’s net investment in the 

leases.  Finance lease income is allocated to the accounting 

periods so as to reflect a constant periodic rate of return on the 

group’s net investment outstanding in respect of the leases.

  

  Group as lessee 

Assets held under finance leases are initially recognised as the 

assets of the group at their fair value at the inception of the 

lease or, if lower, at the present value of the minimum lease 

payments.  The corresponding liability to the lessor is included in 

the statement of financial position as a finance lease obligation.

Lease payments are apportioned between finance charges and 

reduction of the lease obligation so as to achieve a constant 

rate of interest on the remaining balance of the liability.  Finance 

charges are charged directly to profit or loss, unless they are 

directly attributable to qualifying assets, in which case they are 

capitalised in accordance with the group’s general policy on 

borrowing costs.  Contingent rentals are recognised as expenses 

in the periods in which they incurred. 

Operating lease payments are recognised as an expense on a 

straight-line basis over the lease term, except where another 

systematic basis is more representative of the time pattern in 

which economic benefits from the leased asset are consumed.  

Contingent rentals arising under operating leases are recognised 

as an expense in the period in which they are incurred.

In the event that lease incentives are received to enter into 

operating leases, such incentives are recognised as a liability.  

The aggregate benefit of incentives is recognised as a reduction 

of rental expense on a straight-line basis, except where another 

systematic basis is more representative of the time pattern in 

which economic benefits from the leased asset are consumed.

  Revenue recognition 

Revenue is recognised to the extent that it is probable that the 

economic benefits will flow to the group and the revenue can 

be reliably measured. Revenue is measured at the fair value of 

the consideration receivable, excluding discounts, rebates, and 

other sales taxes or duty. The group invoices independent service 

providers for the revenue billed by them on behalf of the group, 

when the deliverables are used.
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 Revenue recognition (continued)

The following specific recognition criteria must also be met  

before revenue is recognised:

 Postpaid products  

Postpaid products may include deliverables such as a  

SIM-card, a handset and a fixed period service and are defined as  

arrangements with multiple deliverables. The arrangement  

consideration is allocated to each deliverable based on the fair 

value of each deliverable on a standalone basis as a percentage 

of the aggregated fair value of the individual deliverables. 

Based on usage commencing on activation date. Unused airtime 

is deferred in full and recognised in the month of usage or on 

termination of the contract by the subscriber.   

   

Revenue allocated to the identified deliverables in each  

revenue arrangement and the cost applicable to these identified  

deliverables are recognised based on the same recognition  

criteria of the individual deliverable at the time the product or 

service is delivered. 

 -  Revenue from connect packages, which includes  

  activation, SIM-cards and phone, is recognised over  

  the period of the contract. 

 -  Revenue from SIM-cards, representing activation fees, is  

  recognised upon activation of the SIM-card by the  

  postpaid customer. 

 -  Revenue from handsets is recognised when the product  

  is delivered. 

 -  Monthly service revenue received from the customer is  

  recognised in the period in which the service is rendered.

 -  Airtime revenue is recognised on the usage basis.

 Prepaid products 

Pre-paid products may include deliverables such as a SIM-card, 

a handset and airtime and are defined as arrangements with  

multiple deliverables. The arrangement consideration is  

allocated to each deliverable based on the fair value of each  

deliverable on a standalone basis as a percentage of the  

aggregated fair value of the individual deliverables.  

Revenue allocated to the identified deliverables in each revenue 

arrangement and the cost applicable to these identified  

deliverables are recognised based on the same recognition  

criteria of the individual deliverable at the time the product or 

service is delivered. 

 -  Revenue from SIM-cards, representing activation fees, is  

  recognised upon activation of the SIM-card by the  

  prepaid customer. 

 -  Airtime revenue is recognised on the usage basis. The  

  un-used airtime is deferred in full. 

 -  Deferred revenue related to unused airtime is recognised 

  when utilised by the customer.   

     

Upon termination of the customer contract, all deferred revenue 

for unused airtime is recognised in revenue.

Deferred revenue and costs related to unactivated starter packs, 

which do not contain any expiry date, are recognised in the  

period when the probability of these starter packs being  

activated becomes remote.

 Data service revenue 

Revenue net of discounts, from data services is recognised when 

the company has performed the related service and depending 

on the nature of the service, is recognised either at the gross 

amount billed to the customer or the amount receivable by the 

company as commission for facilitating the service. 

 Sale of equipment 

Revenue from equipment sales are recognised when the product 

is delivered and acceptance has taken place. 

Revenue from equipment sales to third party service providers is 

recognised when delivery is accepted. No rights of return exist on 

sale to third party service providers. 

 Interconnect and international revenue

Interconnect and international revenue is recognised on the  

usage basis.
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 Interest  

Revenue is recognised as interest accrues (using the effective  

interest method that is the rate that exactly discounts estimated 

future cash receipts through the expected life of the financial  

instrument to the net carrying amount of the financial asset).

 Royalty income 

Royalty income is recognised on an accrual basis in accordance 

with the substance of the relevant agreement. 

 Rental income  

Rental income arising from operating leases of the base stations 

and other equipment are recognised on a straight line basis over 

the lease terms.

 Foreign currency translation  

Transactions in foreign currencies are initially recorded at the 

functional currency spot rate ruling at the date of the transaction. 

Monetary assets and liabilities denominated in foreign currencies 

are re-translated at the functional currency spot rate of exchange 

ruling at the reporting date. All differences are taken to profit or 

loss.

Non-monetary items that are measured in terms of historical cost 

in a foreign currency are translated using the exchange rates 

as at the dates of the initial transactions. Non-monetary items  

measured at fair value in a foreign currency are translated using 

the exchange rates at the date when the fair value is determined. 

The gain or loss arising on retranslation of non-monetary items 

is treated in line with the recognition of gain or loss on change 

in fair value of the item.  The functional currency of the group is 

Namibia Dollar.

 Taxes

 

 Current tax 

Current tax assets and liabilities for the current and prior periods 

are measured at the amount expected to be recovered from or 

paid to the taxation authorities. The tax rates and tax laws used to 

compute the amount are those that are enacted or substantively 

enacted by the reporting date.

 Deferred tax 

Deferred tax is provided, using the liability method, on all  

temporary differences at the reporting date between the tax  

bases of assets and liabilities and their carrying amounts for  

financial reporting purposes.   

     

Deferred tax liabilities are recognised for all taxable temporary 

differences.

Deferred tax assets are recognised for all deductible temporary 

differences, carry-forward of unused tax assets and unused tax 

losses, to the extent that it is probable that taxable profit will be 

available against which the deductible temporary differences, 

carry-forward of unused tax assets and unused tax losses can be 

utilised.   

     

In respect of deductible temporary differences associated with  

investments in subsidiaries, deferred tax assets are only  

recognised to the extent that it is probable that the temporary 

differences will reverse in the foreseeable future and taxable  

profit will be available against which the temporary difference  

can be utilised.   

    

The carrying amount of deferred tax assets is reviewed at each 

reporting date and reduced to the extent that it is no longer 

probable that sufficient taxable profit will be available to allow 

all or part of the deferred tax asset to be utilised.  Unrecognised 

deferred income tax assets are reassessed at each reporting date 

and are recognised to the extent that it has become probable 

that future taxable profit will allow the deferred tax asset to be 

recovered.   

    

Deferred income tax assets and liabilities are measured at the 

tax rates that are expected to apply to the period when the  

asset is realised or the liability is settled, based on tax rates (and 

tax laws) that have been enacted or substantively enacted at the  

reporting date.

Current and deferred tax relating to items recognised directly 

in equity is recognised in equity and not in the statement of  

comprehensive income.
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 Value added tax 

Revenues, expenses and assets are recognised net of the amount 

of value added tax except:

 -  where the value added tax incurred on a purchase of  

  assets or services is not recoverable from the taxation  

  authority, in which case the value added tax is recognised  

  as part of the cost of acquisition of the asset or as part of  

  the expense item as applicable; and

 - receivables and payables that are stated with the amount  

  of value added tax included. 

The net amount of value added tax recoverable from, or  

payable to, the taxation authority is included as part of receivables 

or payables in the statement of financial position.   
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  N$’000  N$’000 N$’000  N$’000

     

 Profit from operations is stated after:       

 Income       

 REVENUE  2 081 831     1 831 786   2 081 831    1 831 786

 Contract   629 234     561 158    629 234    561 158

 Connection fees   3 944     2 681   3 944    2 681

 Call charges   186 039     195 332   186 039    195 332

 Monthly subscription fees   407 243     356 894  407 243    356 894 

 Other income   32 008     6 251   32 008    6 251 

 Prepaid  1 235 830     1 034 745   1 235 830    1 034 745

 Starter packs   10 867     8 597   10 867    8 597

 Call charges  1 221 722     1 023 555   1 221 722    1 023 555 

 Other income   3 241     2 593   3 241    2 593

 

 Roaming income    64 297     66 386  64 297    66 386

 Contract    266     11 606   266    11 606 

 Visitors   64 031     54 780   64 031    54 780

 Handset and accessories sales   88 729     89 475   88 729    89 475

 Interconnect income   36 088     55 461   36 088    55 461

 Bulk SMS Revenue   20 938     17 439   20 938    17 439 

 Site rental   6 715     7 122   6 715    7 122 

 Income from subsidiaries   

 - Management fees - Jurgens 34 (Pty) Ltd  -    -      342      311 
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  N$’000  N$’000 N$’000  N$’000

 Expenses       

 Auditors’ remuneration   1 110     1 086    1 110     1 053 

 - audit fees   1 110     1 086    1 110     1 053

 Depreciation - property, plant and equipment   231 469     205 563    231 395     205 489 

 Loss on disposal of plant and equipment   1 982     3 968    1 982     3 968

 Amortisation - intangible asset   177 221     146 460    177 221     146 460

 Operating lease expense       

 - premises   44 831     39 937    45 285     40 350

 - subsidiary - Jurgens 34 (Pty) Ltd  -      -      454     413

 - shareholder - NPTH Limited 26  14 778     11 804    14 778     11 804

 - unrelated parties   8 451     6 623    8 451     6 623 

 - other    559     467     559     467 

 - radio sites and other   21 043     21 043    21 043     21 043 

 Fees for services - consulting fees   3 403     1 676   3 403     1 673 

 Staff costs   200 861     179 012    200 861     179 012

 - salaries and wages   174 856     157 034   174 856    157 034

 - pension fund contributions   9 644     8 868    9 644     8 868

 - medical aid contributions   8 213     7 415    8 213      7 415 

 - staff training   3 028     2 379  3 028    2 379 

 - other staff cost   5 120     3 316    5 120     3 316 

 Number of employees at year end    488     465     488     465

4. FINANCE INCOME       

 Interest received - loans and receivables   16 451     17 606    16 448     17 602 

    16 451     17 606    16 448     17 602

5. FINANCE COSTS       

 

 Interest paid - loans and receivables    14     12      14     12 

     14     12      14     12
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  N$’000  N$’000 N$’000  N$’000

 KEY MANAGEMENT REMUNERATION       

 Executive directors:       

 - emoluments as executives     3 928      3 768     3 928      3 768 

    3 928     3 768    3 928     3 768

 Non - executive directors:       

 - fees as directors     800       778      800      778 

 Total directors’ emoluments     4 728      4 546    4 728     4 546 

 Key management (excluding directors):       

 Short term employee benefits   16 349     15 701    16 349     15 701 

 Long term employee benefits     817       785      817       785 

    17 166     16 486    17 166     16 486

7. TAXATION       

 Namibian normal tax       

 - Current income tax   250 115     248 463    250 115     248 463

 - Deferred tax

  - change in tax rate  -  (7 636) -  (7 636)

  - relating to temporary differences  (9 059)  7 352 (9 003)  7 442 

     241 056     248 179    241 112      248 269

 Reconciliation of tax rate  %   % %  %

 Standard tax rate                                                   33.0                          34.0                              33.0 34.0

 Adjusted for:

 Permanent differences                                                    (0.7)                            2.9                               (0.7)                           2.9

  Effective tax rate                                                  32.3                           36.9                              32.3                           36.9  
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  N$’000  N$’000 N$’000  N$’000

8. EARNINGS PER SHARE      

 

 EARNINGS       

 Profit after taxation   504 876     424 423    504 992     424 795

 Adjusted for:       

 - Loss on disposal of plant and equipment    1 982       3 968    1 982      3 968  

 

    506 858     428 391    506 974     428 763  

 

 WEIGHTED AVERAGE SHARES 

  25 000    25 000   25 000    25 000

        

 - Basic and diluted   2 019,5     1 697,7  2 020,0    1 699,2

 - Headline  - basic and diluted  2 027,4    1 713,6  2 027,9    1 715,1 

 Group 

 Basic and diluted earnings per share       

 The calculation is based on a profit of N$ 504 876 000 (2013: profit N$ 424 423 000) and on the weighted average of 25 000 000 

 (2013: 25 000 000) ordinary shares in issue during the year.       

  

 Headline earnings per share       

 The calculation is based on a profit of N$ 506 858 000 (2013: profit of N$ 428 391 000) and the weighted average of 25 000 000 

 (2013: 25 000 000) ordinary shares in issue during the year.       

  

  

 Basic and diluted earnings per share       

 The calculation is based on a profit of N$ 504 992 000 (2013: profit N$ 424 795 000) and on the weighted average of 25 000 000 

 (2013: 25 000 000) ordinary shares in issue during the year.       

  

 Headline earnings per share       

 The calculation is based on a profit of N$ 506 974 000 (2013: profit N$ 428 763 000) and on the weighted average of 25 000 000 

 (2013: 25 000 000) ordinary shares in issue during the year.       
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  Group buildings  and furniture equipment progress improve-

    prepaid and fittings   ments

    equipment

   N$’000  N$’000  N$’000  N$’000  N$’000  N$’000  N$’000

  Cost       

  Balance at beginning of year 3 329    55 252     46 652   1 783 280     46 558     41 257   1 976 328  

  Additions -     23 570      9 336     108 522     12 946       6 952      161 326   

  Disposals -   (1 204)  (3 114) (245 198)  -   (8 170) (257 686)

  Transfer -    26 029       50     11 418    (37 618)      121     -

  Transfer to intangible assets -   -   -   -  (8 831)  -  (8 831)

  Transfer to Operating expenditure -   -   -   -     (4)  -   (4)

  Transfer from construction deposit -   -   -   21 287      -   -    21 287 

  Balance at end of year 3 329    103 647     52 924   1 679 309    13 051     40 160   1 892 420  

 

  Accumulated depreciation       

  Balance at beginning of year (803) (15 943) (29 005) (899 992)  -  (11 249) (956 992)

  Depreciation for the year (74) (20 989)   (7 022) (191 243)  -  (12 141) (231 469)

  Disposals -    1 199     2 903     245 198    -   8 170     257 470 

  Balance at end of year (877) (35 733) (33 124) (846 037)    -  (15 220) (930 991)

  Carrying value       

  At end of year  2 452     67 914     19 800    833 272     13 051    24 940    961 429  

  At beginning of year  2 526     39 309     17 647     883 288     46 558     30 008    1 019 336  
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  Company buildings  and furniture equipment progress improve-

    prepaid and fittings   ments

    equipment

   N$’000  N$’000  N$’000  N$’000  N$’000  N$’000  N$’000

  Cost       

  Balance at beginning of year -    55 252     46 652   1 783 280     46 558     41 257   1 972 999  

  Additions -    23 570     9 336     108 522     12 946      6 952     161 326  

  Disposals -   (1 204)  (3 114)  (245 198)  -   (8 170) (257 686)

  Transfer -   26 029      50     11 418     (37 618)    121     -

  Transfer to intangible assets -   -   -   -  (8 831)  -  (8 831) 

  Transfer to Operating expenditure -   -   -   -     (4)   -   (4)

  Transfer from construction deposit -   -   -    21 287      -   -    21 287 

  Balance at end of year -    103 647     52 924   1 679 309     13 051     40 160   1 889 091  

  Accumulated depreciation       

  Balance at beginning of year -  (15 943) (29 005) (899 992)  -  (11 249) (956 189)

  Depreciation for the year -  (20 989) (7 022) (191 243)  -  (12 141) (231 395)

  Disposals -    1 199     2 903     245 198    -    8 170    257 470  

  Balance at end of year -  (35 733) (33 124) (846 037)    -  (15 220) (930 114)

  Carrying value       

  At end of year -    67 914     19 800     833 272     13 051     24 940    958 977  

  At beginning of year -   39 309     17 647     883 288     46 558     30 008    1 016 810 
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  Group buildings  and furniture equipment progress improve-

    prepaid and fittings   ments

     equipment

   N$’000  N$’000  N$’000  N$’000  N$’000  N$’000  N$’000

  Cost       

  Balance at beginning of year 3 329    26 871     46 888   1 816 486     10 075     16 954   1 920 603  

  Additions -    37 405      7 084      100 834      46 403       30 750      222 476   

  Disposals -  (12 659)   (7 618) (139 292)    -    (6 449)   (166 018) 

  Transfer -    -     104     8 376   (8 480)   -     - 

  Transfer to intangible assets -   -   -       -  (1 435)    -  (1 435)

  Transfer from construction deposit -   -    194        -  -    -    194  

  Adjustment -    3 635    -    (3 124)    (5)       2     508 

  Balance at end of year 3 329     55 252      46 652   1 783 280     46 558     41 257   1 976 328  

  Accumulated depreciation       

  Balance at beginning of year (729) (15 474)   (29 060) (854 468)    -  (12 995) (912 726)

  Depreciation for the year (74) (14 662)   (7 284) (178 840)    -  (4 703) (205 563)

  Disposals -    12 642     7 321     135 439      -      6 449     161 851  

  Adjustment -    1 551     18     (2 123)    -     -   (554)  

  Balance at end of year (803) (15 943) (29 005) (899 992)    -  (11 249) (956 992)

  Carrying value       

  At end of year  2 526     39 309     17 647     883 288     46 558     30 008    1 019 336  

  At beginning of year  2 600     11 397     17 828     962 018     10 075     3 959   1 007 877      
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  Company buildings  and furniture equipment progress improve-

    prepaid and fittings   ments

     equipment

   N$’000  N$’000  N$’000  N$’000  N$’000  N$’000  N$’000

  Cost       

  Balance at beginning of year -    26 871     46 888   1 816 483     10 077     16 954   1 917 273  

  Additions -     37 405      7 084     100 834     46 403      30 750      222 476  

  Disposals -  (12 659)   (7 618) (139 292)    -     (6 449)   (166 018)

  Transfer -    -    104     8 376   (8 480)   -     - 

  Transfer to intangible assets -   -   -       -  (1 435)    -  (1 435)

  Transfer from Construction deposit -   -    194        -  -    -    194 

  Adjustment -    3 635    -    (3 121)    (7)       2     509  

  Balance at end of year -    55 252     46 652   1 783 280     46 558     41 257   1 972 999  

  Accumulated depreciation       

  Balance at beginning of year -  (15 472) (29 060) (854 468)  -  (12 995) (911 995)

  Depreciation for the year -  (14 662)   (7 284) (178 840)    -  (4 703) (205 489)

  Disposals -    12 642     7 321     135 439      -      6 449     161 851  

  Adjustment -    1 549     18     (2 123)    -     -  (556) 

  Balance at end of year -  (15 943) (29 005) (899 992)    -  (11 249) (956 189)

  Carrying value       

  At end of year -    39 309     17 647     883 288     46 558     30 008    1 016 810  

  At beginning of year -   11 399     17 828    962 015     10 077     3 959   1 005 278  

  Additions were financed from cash resources.      

  Land and buildings comprise the following:  Sectional titles unit 6 (186 m²) and unit 9 (210 m²) of United Buildings, erf 7640,  

  Windhoek.

10.  CHANGE IN ACCOUNTING ESTIMATE      

  In the current year the residual values and estimated useful lives of all categories of property, plant and equipment were reassessed  

  in accordance with IAS 16 Property, plant and equipment. This resulted in a change in the estimated remaining useful life of  

  property plant and  equipment which has increased current year profits by N$ 14,928 million (2013 increased by N$ 28,383 million). This  

  increase in profit will result in increased depreciation charges in future periods of the same amount.    
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  2014   

     N$’000  N$’000  N$’000  N$’000  N$’000

  Cost       

  Balance at beginning of year    146 018     143 355     220 011     1 815       511 199   

  Additions     176 075        801      137 958         571       315 405   

  Transfer from property, plant and equipment     4 495          4 336       -   -     8 831   

  Transfer from Construction deposit     3 004     12 373   - -  15 377 

  Disposals   (57 733) (2 205) (110 273) (1 227) (171 438)

  Balance at end of year    271 859     158 660     247 696     1 159     679 374  

  Accumulated amortisation and impairment       

  Balance at beginning of year   (64 497) (81 883) (106 022) (1 040) (253 442)

  Amortisation for the year   (29 441) (28 734) (118 630) (416) (177 221)

  Disposals    57 733      2 205    107 751     1 227     168 916  

  Balance at end of year   (36 205) (108 412) (116 901)  (229)  (261 747)

  

  Carrying value       

  At end of year    235 654     50 248     130 795      930    417 627  

  At beginning of year     81 521      61 472     113 989        775      257 757  
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  2014   

  Company

     N$’000  N$’000  N$’000  N$’000  N$’000

  Cost       

  Balance at beginning of year    146 018     143 355     220 011     1 815     511 199  

  Additions     176 075        801      137 958        571       315 405   

  Transfer from property, plant and equipment    4 495      4 336      -   -     8 831   

  Transfer from Construction deposit     3 004    12 373  - -   15 377  

  Disposals   (57 733) (2 205) (110 273) (1 227)  (171 438) 

  Balance at end of year    271 859    158 660     247 696     1 159     679 374  

  Accumulated amortisation       

  Balance at beginning of year   (64 497) (81 883) (106 022) (1 040) (253 442)

  Amortisation for the year   (29 441) (28 734) (118 630) (416) (177 221)

  Disposals    57 733     2 205     107 751      1 227     168 917 

  Balance at end of year   (36 205) (108 412) (116 901) (229) (261 747)

  Carrying value       

  At end of year    235 654     50 248     130 795      930     417 627  

  At beginning of year    81 521     61 472     113 989      775    257 757  

  Additions were financed from cash resources.

  The opening balances of certain classes of intangible assets have been restated to provide for better and more accurate disclosure  

  of the types of assets included in each of the groups. This change in intangible groups has had no impact on profit or loss in the  

  financial year.        

  

          

 



     

  Group

     N$’000  N$’000  N$’000  N$’000  N$’000

  Cost       

  Balance at beginning of year    109 482     120 435     189 039    12 066     431 022  

  Additions     61 626      22 320      120 403        588       204 937   

  Transfer from property, plant and equipment      64       1 371     -     -     1 435  

  Adjustment     18      (1)     6 247      (6 490)    (226)  

  Disposals   (25 172) (770) (95 678) (4 349) (125 969)

  Balance at end of year    146 018     143 355     220 011     1 815     511 199  

  Accumulated amortisation and impairment       

  Balance at beginning of year   (63 053) (70 447) (90 487) (4 306)  (228 293) 

  Amortisation for the year   (26 828) (12 208) (106 340) (1 084) (146 460)

  Adjustment     226       2     (2)       1     227 

  Disposals    25 158         770      90 807      4 349     121 084  

  Balance at end of year   ( 64 497) (81 883) (106 022)  (1 040)  (253 442)

  Carrying value       

  At end of year    81 521     61 472     113 989      775    257 757  

  At beginning of year    46 429     49 988     98 552    7 759     202 729 
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  Company

     N$’000  N$’000  N$’000  N$’000  N$’000

  Cost       

  Balance at beginning of year    109 253      120 435       189 039      12 068     430 795  

  Additions     61 626       22 320       120 403         588      204 937  

  Transfer from property, plant and equipment   64    1 371    -   -    1 435 

  Adjustment     247      (1)     6 247       (6 492)       1   

  Disposals   (25 172) (770)  (95 678)  (4 349) (125 969)

  Balance at end of year    146 018     143 355     220 011     1 815     511 199  

  Accumulated amortisation       

  Balance at beginning of year   (62 824) (70 447) (90 487) (4 306) (228 064)

  Amortisation for the year   (26 828) (12 208) (106 340) (1 084) (146 460)

  Adjustment   (3)       2     (2)       1     (2)

  Disposals    25 158         770      90 807      4 349     121 084  

  Balance at end of year   (64 497) (81 883)  (106 022)  (1 040) (253 442)

  Carrying value       

  At end of year    81 521     61 472    113 989      775    257 757  

  At beginning of year    46 429     49 988     98 552      7 761      202 729  
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12.  INVESTMENT IN SUBSIDIARIES

       

      

       % % N$’000  N$’000

          

   Shares at cost   100    100    458     458 

   Intercompany loan to Jurgens 34 (Pty) Ltd      2 420       2 361   

         

   Shares at cost   100    100     -      -

   Indebtedness       - - -      - 

  

  Shares at cost       -     -     -      - 

   Intercompany loan        -     -     -      -

             2 878       2 819 

   The intercompany loan, has no fixed repayment terms and does not bear interest. 

        

   Aggregate (loss)/profits after tax      (66)     (22)

   

  

  N$’000  N$’000 N$’000  N$’000

 Network consumables   10 832     11 846   10 832    11 846

 Subscriber identity modules   10 187     14 875   10 187    14 875 

 Handset and accessories   52 515     42 209   52 515    42 209 

     73 534      68 930   73 534    68 930

 Inventory carried at net realisable value    24 305      12 220   24 305    12 220 

 The amount of write-down of inventories recognised as an expense is N$ 6 385 680 (2013: N$ 3 800 915).    
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  N$’000  N$’000 N$’000  N$’000

       

 Prepayments and deposits   21 482     16 703    21 482     16 703

 Customers to the mobile network after provisions  116 713      95 779     116 713      95 779

 Interconnect debtors      -      1 679       -     1 679

 Other receivables      14 439      10 888       14 437      10 885

     152 634      125 049     152 632      125 046

 Provisions for doubtful debts included in the above      

 Balance at beginning of the year  (9 944)  (9 129) (9 944)  (9 129)

 Utilised during the year   3 851     4 336   3 851    4 336

 Additionally provided   (4 490)   (5 151) (4 490)  (5 151)

 Balance at end of the year  (10 583)  (9 944) (10 583)  (9 944)

 Trade receivables are generally on 30 - 60 days terms.     

       

 Cash at bank and in hand   171 184     171 306     171 132      171 215

 Short-term bank deposits   106 825     142 782     106 825      142 782

 Cash and cash equivalents    278 009      314 088   277 957     313 997

 Cash at bank earns interest at floating rates based on daily bank deposit rates.  Cash and cash equivalents comprises cash held  

 by the group and short-term bank deposits with an original maturity of three months or less.  The carrying amount of these assets  

 approximate their fair value.        

 

         

       

 Authorised and issued       

 25 000 000 ordinary shares of N$1 each  25 000    25 000   25 000    25 000 

   25 000    25 000   25 000    25 000
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  N$’000  N$’000 N$’000  N$’000

17. DEFERRED TAXATION       

 The movement on the deferred taxation 

 account is as follows:      

 

 Balance at beginning of year   259 237     259 521    259 437     259 631 

 Taxation recognised in profit or loss   (9 059)   (284) (9 003)  (194)

 At end of year   250 178     259 237    250 434     259 437 

 Comprising:      

 Deferred income tax assets       

 - Income received in advance  (60 376)  (49 415) (60 376)  (49 415)

 - Provisions  (3 433)    (2 754)  (3 433)    (2 754)

 - Straight lining of leases  (3 129)  (2 338) (3 129)  (2 338)

   (66 938)  (54 507) (66 938)  (54 507)

 Deferred income tax liabilities       

 - Capital allowances   306 186     303 129   306 442     303 329

 - Inventories   3 581     3 911    3 581      3 911

 - Prepayments   6 225     4 742    6 225      4 742

 - Unrealised forex loss    1 124      1 962       1 124      1 962

    317 116     313 744    317 372     313 944 

 Net deferred tax liability   250 178     259 237    250 434     259 437
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  N$’000  N$’000 N$’000  N$’000

 Trade payables   103 907     93 709     103 900      93 701 

 Accruals    136 833      133 842     136 798      133 807

 VAT payable    28 589      17 936     28 589      17 936

 Other payables    5 001      4 904    5 002      4 905

     274 330      250 391    274 289      250 349

 

 Payables are non-interest bearing and are normally settled on 30-day terms.     

 The company accumulates 13% of a staff member’s average cost to company package over five years of service and pays 70%  

 and 30% of the accumulated value out to that employee after the fifth and seventh year of service respectively, provided the  

 employee reached a performance score of 70% or higher in each of the five years. As this expense is dependent upon an uncertain  

 future occurrence, the provision made reflects only an estimate.       

  

 The retention bonus cycle repeats itself from year six.      

 The reconciliation between the opening balance and closing balance of the retention bonus included in accruals is as follows: 

 

 Opening balance at beginning of the year   1 532     3 360   1 532    3 360

 Paid during the year  (1 512)  (3 360) (1 512)  (3 360)

 Provision for current year   1 974     1 532   1 974    1 532

 Closing balance at end of the year   1 994     1 532   1 994     1 532

 Current   1 994     1 532   1 994    1 532

    1 994     1 532   1 994    1 532
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  N$’000  N$’000 N$’000  N$’000

19. DEFERRED REVENUE

 At the beginning of the year   131 882     100 799   131 882    100 799 

 Airtime sold during the year    1 471 168      1 249 609  1 471 168    1 249 609 

 Airtime utilised during the year  (1 431 710)   (1 218 526)  (1 431 710)   (1 218 526)

 At the end of the year   171 340     131 882   171 340    131 882

 Current    171 340     131 882   171 340    131 882 

 Total    171 340     131 882   171 340    131 882  

        

  Profit before taxation   745 932     672 602   746 104     673 064

  Adjustments for :       

  Amortisation    177 221      146 460   177 221     146 460 

  Depreciation   231 469     205 563     231 395     205 489 

  Loss on disposal of plant and equipment    1 982      3 968    1 982     3 968

  Operating expenditure transferred from 

  work in progress     4   -    4    -

  Finance cost      14      12    14     12

  Finance income  (16 451)   (17 606)  (16 448)    (17 602)

  Foreign exchange movement on cash and 

  cash equivalents   3 242    13 740    3 242    13 740

  Operating profit before working 

  capital changes   1 143 413      1 024 739   1 143 514     1 025 131

  Working capital changes    31 207     93 621   31 207     93 610

  (Increase) / decrease in inventories   (4 604)    3 111   (4 604)    3 111

  (Increase) / decrease in trade and 

  other receivables   (27 586)    16 862   (27 587)   16 852

  Increase in deferred revenue   39 458     31 083    39 458     31 083

  Increase in trade and other payables   23 939     42 565   23 940     42 564

  Cash generated by operations  1 174 620     1 118 360   1 174 721     1 118 741
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  N$’000  N$’000 N$’000  N$’000

 20.2 Taxation paid       

  Payable at the beginning of the year   7 209     9 616    7 229      9 977 

  Taxation charged to profit or loss, 

  excluding deferred taxation   250 115     248 463    250 115     248 463 

  Payable at the end of the year  (8 129)   (7 209)  (8 149)   (7 229)

  Amounts paid   249 195     250 870    249 195     251 211

21. COMMITMENTS AND CONTINGENCIES

 21.1 Capital commitments      

  Commitments at year end in respect of 

  capital expenditure:        

  Approved and contracted for 

  Network expansions   190 759     271 644    190 759     271 644 

  Retail stock   10 900     29 371   10 900    29 371 

  Other - property, plant and equipment   4 928       6 008   4 928      6 008

      206 587     307 023   206 587    307 023 

  Approved and not contracted for       

  Network expansions   50 308     66 364   50 308    66 364 

  Retail stock   110 852     88 113   110 852    88 113 

  Other - property, plant and equipment   5 303     13 882   5 303    13 882 

     166 463     168 359   166 463    168 359 

  This expenditure will be financed from cash generated from normal business operations.
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  21.2 Operating lease commitments - lessee       

     Future minimum rentals payable under non-cancellable operating leases are as follows as of 30 September:  

 

                                    Premises   

     2014     Radio sites Offices/Shops  Total

          N$’000 N$’000  N$’000

     Within one year        21 974       22 840      44 814  

     After one year but not more than five years       101 216     58 188      159 404  

     More than five years         493 310      24 364      517 674  

             616 500       105 392      721 892  

     

        

     Within one year        21 555   18 453    40 008  

     After one year but not more than five years       85 035     34 423      119 458  

     More than five years        436 273       21 649      457 922  

             542 863      74 525      617 388  

          

     Construction deposits        

     At 30 September 2014 the group had entered into other commitments relating to the RAN Swap II Phase 3 Project,  the CS  

     + PS Core Expansion Project and the 2G/3G/4G RFP Project. Deposits paid before 30 September 2014 relating to work in  

     progress on these projects amounted to N$ 36.724 million. The final payments of U$ 11.75 million for these projects will be  

     done during the 2015 financial year, upon completion of the capital projects.     

           

     The construction deposit balance at 30 September 2013 of N$ 36.663 million related to work in progress payments for the  

     MTC Business Continuity Project, DWDM expansion Project and the RAN Swap II Project. The phase of the projects to which  

     the payments related were completed in the 2014 financial year and the full deposits were transferred to the relevant capital  

     account before September 2014.        
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22.  RETIREMENT BENEFIT INFORMATION       

  The company operates a defined contribution scheme, the MTC Pension Fund (registration number 25/7/7/390), providing  

  benefits based on the contributions of an employee and is administered by Alexander Forbes. This fund is registered under and  

  governed by the Pension Funds Act, 1956 as amended. The fund will be valued every three years. The members of the fund can elect  

  to contribute 7% or the maximum of 14 %, which will be matched by the employer by the % elected of the members’ pensionable  

  salaries. All contributions of the company are charged to profit and loss in the statement of comprehensive income as incurred.  

  Employer contributions for the year are disclosed in note 3. The fair value of the fund’s investments as at the fund’s year end at 28  

  February 2014 were N$ 121 018 061  (2013: N$ 92 464 612).       

  

  In addition to the pension fund, the company also operates a group life scheme covering 100% of the total number of  

  employees in cases of death and/ or permanent disability.       

  

  The group does not currently bear and is in no way contractually liable for the cost of funding post retirement medical aid benefits.  

  The contribution to the Medical Aid Fund should an employee choose to continue membership of the scheme on retirement, is  

  payable by the retiree.        

 

  A statutory actuarial valuation was performed on 28 February 2013 and the valuation reported that the fund was in a sound financial  

  position. The next statutory actuarial valuation will be performed on 28 February 2014.     

    

            

        

  The company has unsecured overdraft facilities at First National Bank Namibia totalling N$ 1 million (2013: N$ 1 million). The facility  

  has expired at year end, but is currently under review. The EFT ( same day service ) at Standard bank is N$ 5 Million, whilst the  

  Debit and Credit Run facility is N$ 30 Million from Standard bank. 

  

  The group has an pre-settlement FEC facility at First National Bank Namibia of N$ 20 Million (2013 : N$ 20 million ) and a FEC  

  Trading facility at Standard Bank of N$ 40 Million.        

 

         

         

     

  The group’s principal financial liabilities, other than derivatives, comprise shareholder’s loans and trade payables. The group has no  

  interest bearing borrowings. The main purpose of these financial liabilities is to raise finance for the group’s operations. The group  

  has various financial assets such as trade receivables and cash and short-term deposits, which arise directly from its operations. The  

  main risks arising from the group’s financial instruments are foreign currency risk, credit risk and liquidity risk.   

      

  There has been no significant change during the financial year, or since the end of the financial year, to the types of financial risks  

  faced by the group, the approach to measurement of these financial risks or the objectives, policies and processes for managing  

  these financial risks.         
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  The Board of Directors reviews and agrees policies for managing each of these risks which are summarised below.

       

     Foreign currency risk refers to the risk that the fair value of future cash flows of a financial instrument will fluctuate because  

     of changes in foreign exchange rates.

     The group incurs currency risk as a result of the following transactions which are denominated in a currency other than  

     Namibia Dollar or South African Rand: Purchases of equipment, consulting fees and borrowings. The currencies which  

     primarily give rise to currency risk are the US Dollar (USD); Euro (EU) and Swiss Francs (CHF). At 30 September 2014, the  

     group has not hedged any ( 2013: none) of its foreign currency creditors for which firm commitments existed at the  

     reporting date.         

      

     The group and the company normally pay all foreign amounts due close to order / delivery date.    

    

     Foreign exchange losses / (gains) recognised in the statements of comprehensive income:

   

  

  N$’000  N$’000 N$’000  N$’000

     - realised loss/(gain)    3 242    13 740  3 242   13 740 

     - unrealised (gain)/loss   (3 407)  (6 905) (3 407)  (6 905) 

     The following table details the group’s sensitivity to the below-mentioned percentage strengthening and weakening in the  

     functional currency against the relevant foreign currencies. This percentage is the sensitivity rate used when reporting foreign  

     currency risk internally to key management personnel and represents management’s assessment of the reasonably possible  

     change in foreign exchange rates.        

     The sensitivity analysis includes only outstanding foreign-denominated monetary items and adjusts their translations at the  

     period end for the specified percentage change in foreign currency rates.     

   

     For the same percentage weakening of the functional currency against the relevant currency, there would be an equal and  

     opposite impact on the profit before taxation.       

 

      There were no changes in the methods and assumptions used in preparing the foreign currency sensitivity analysis.  
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     Effect on profit before tax of amounts included in 

     trade payables at year end:   

        N$’000   N$’000  N$’000   N$’000 

     USD        

     Effect on profit before tax        

     Increase of 5% in USD exchange rate  (657)   (2 307)  (657)   (2 307)

     Decrease of 5% in USD exchange rate  657    2 307   657    2 307 

     Euro        

     Effect on profit before tax        

     Increase of 5% in Euro exchange rate  (1 338)   (1 040)  (1 338)   (1 040)

     Decrease of 5% in Euro exchange rate  1 338    1 040   1 338    1 040 

             

     Effect on profit before tax        

     Increase of 5% in Swiss Francs exchange rate  (168)   (54)  (168)   (54)

     Decrease of 5% in Swiss Francs exchange rate  168    54   168    54

     GBP        

     Effect on profit before tax        

     Increase of 5% in GBP exchange rate  (2)    -   (2)    - 

     Decrease of 5% in GBP exchange rate    2      -    2     - 

             

     At year end the following foreign currency denominated amounts were included in trade payables, for which no forward  

     cover was taken:

       

     United States Dollars    13 143    11.31    46 148  10.05

     Euro    27 753 14.27    20 803 13.60            

     Swiss Francs    3 361 11.83   1 077  8.85

     British Pounds     39 18.34   -  - 

     At year end the following foreign currency denomin-

     ated amounts were included in roaming debtors, 

     for which no forward cover was taken:       

     United States Dollars    28 807     11.31     14 576    10.05  
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  24.2 Credit risk management        

     The group trades only with recognised, credit-worthy third parties. It is the group’s policy that all customers who wish to trade on  

     credit terms are subject to credit verification procedures. In addition, receivable balances are monitored on an ongoing basis  

     with the result that the group’s exposure to bad debts is not significant. In addition to this reputable financial institutions are  

     used for investing and cash handling purposes. The maximum credit exposure is the carrying amount as disclosed in Note 14.  

     There are no significant concentrations of credit risk within the group.      

  

     With respect to credit risk arising from the other financial assets of the company, which comprise cash and cash equivalents and  

     short tem deposits with well known reputable Namibian banks, the company’s exposure to credit risk arises from default of the  

     counterparty, with a maximum exposure equal to the carrying amount of these balances.    

    

      There has been no significant change during the financial year, or since the end of the financial year, to the group’s exposure to  

     credit risk, the approach to the measurement or the objectives, policies and processes for managing this risk.   

     

     Financial assets exposing the group and company to credit risk:

         

  

  N$’000  N$’000 N$’000  N$’000

 Cash and cash equivalents   278 009     314 088    277 957     313 997 

 Trade and other receivables - Namibia  123 827     110 473    123 825     110 470 

 Trade and other receivables - non-Namibian  28 807     14 576    28 807     14 576 

    430 643     439 137    430 589     439 043 

 No terms of financial assets were renegotiated.
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  24.2 Credit risk management

 With respect to trade and other receivables that are neither past due nor impaired, there are no indications as of the  

  reporting date that the debtors will not meet their payment obligations.

         

  

  N$’000  N$’000 N$’000  N$’000

 Neither past due nor impaired   98 480     103 069    98 478     103 066 

 Past due but not impaired:       

 - between 30 and 60 days   16 733     9 910    16 733     9 910 

 - between 60 and 90 days   3 590     7 801     3 590     7 801 

 - more than 90 days   33 831     4 269   33 831     4 269 

 Net carrying amount   152 634     125 049    152 632     125 046

     These risks may occur if the sources of funding, including operating cash flows, credit lines and cash flows obtained from  

     financing operations, do not match with the group’s financing needs, such as operating and financing outflows, investments,  

     shareholder remuneration and debt repayments.       

 

     The group has minimised its risk of illiquidity by ensuring that it has adequate banking facilities and reserve borrowing  

     capacity.        

        

     The group monitors its risk to a shortage of funds using monthly management accounts and general cash flow projections.
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     The table below summarises the maturity profile of the group’s financial liabilities at 30 September based on contractual  

     undiscounted payments.
   

   2014   N$’000  N$’000  N$’000  N$’000  N$’000

   Trade and other payables   -      213 534    -     -     -   

      -      213 534    -     -     - 

   Group

   

   Trade and other payables   -      200 708    -      -   -   

      -      200 708    -      -   - 

   

   2014   N$’000  N$’000  N$’000  N$’000  N$’000

   Trade and other payables   -      213 493    -     -     -   

      -      213 493    -     -     - 

   

     

   Trade and other payables   -      200 666    -      -   -   

      -      200 666    -      -   - 

  24.4 Capital management    

   The primary objective of the company’s capital management is to ensure that it maintains a strong credit rating in order to  

    support its business and maximise shareholder value.      
  

    The capital structure of the group consists of debt, cash and cash equivalents and equity.    
    

    The company manages its capital structure and makes adjustments to it, in light of changes in economic conditions. To  

    maintain or adjust the capital structure, the company may issue new shares or obtain additional funding from its shareholders. 
       

    No changes were made in the objectives, policies and processes during the years ended 30 September 2014 and  

   30 September 2013.     
   

   The group is not subject to externally imposed capital requirements.     
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  25.1 Categories of financial instruments        
 
        At fair value 

       and Held for receivables amortised assets and 

  Group  N$’000  N$’000  N$’000  N$’000  N$’000  N$’000

  Assets       

  Non-current assets       

  Property, plant and

  equipment 9   961 429    -     -     -     -      961 429  

  Intangible assets 11   417 627    -     -     -     -      417 627  

  Long term deposit 21.3  36 724     -   -     -     -      36 724 

  Current assets       

  Inventories 13   73 534    -     -     -     -      73 534  

  Trade and other receivables 14   152 634     152 634    -     -     -     -   

  Cash and cash equivalents 15   278 009    278 009    -     -     -     -   

  Total assets   1 919 957     430 643    -     -     -      1 489 314  

         

  Ordinary share capital 16  25 000   -     -     -     -     25 000 

  Retained income  1 190 980    -     -     -     -     1 190 980  

  Equity attributable to equity       

  holders of the parent  1 215 980    -     -     -     -     1 215 980  

    1 215 980    -     -     -     -     1 215 980  

  Non-current liabilities       

  Trade and other payables 18  -     -     -     -     -     -

  Deferred taxation 17   250 178    -     -     -     -      250 178  

  Current liabilities       

  Trade and other payables 18   274 330    -     -     -      213 534    60 796    

  Deferred revenue 19   171 340    -     -     -     -      171 340  

  Taxation payable 20.2   8 129    -     -     -     -     8 129  

  Total liabilities   703 977    -     -     -      213 534     490 443  

  Total equity and liabilities  1 919 957    -     -     -      213 534    1 706 423  
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        At fair value 

       and Held for receivables amortised assets and 

  

Assets

  Non-current assets       

  Property, plant and       

  equipment 9   958 977    -     -     -     -      958 977  

  Intangible assets 11   417 627    -     -     -     -      417 627  

  Investment in subsidiaries 12   2 878    -     -     -     -      2 878  

  Long term deposit 21.3  36 724    -   -     -     -      36 724 

  Current assets       

  Inventories 13   73 534    -     -     -     -      73 534  

  Trade and other receivables 14   152 632     152 632    -   -     -     -   

  Cash and cash equivalents 15  277 957     277 957    -     -     -     -   

  Total assets  1 920 329     430 589    -   -     -     1 489 740  

         

  Ordinary share capital 16  25 000   -     -     -     -     25 000 

  Retained income  1 191 117    -     -     -     -     1 191 117  

  Equity attributable to equity       

  holders of the parent  1 216 117    -     -     -     -     1 216 117  

    1 216 117    -     -     -     -     1 216 117  

  Non-current liabilities       

  Deferred taxation 17   250 434    -     -     -     -     250 434  

  Current liabilities       

  Trade and other payables 18   274 289    -     -     -      213 493     60 796    

  Deferred revenue 19   171 340    -     -     -     -      171 340  

  Taxation payable 20.2   8 149    -     -     -     -      8 149  

  Total liabilities   704 212    -     -     -       213 493     490 719  

    1 920 330    -     -     -       213 493    1 706 837 
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        At fair value 

       and Held for receivables amortised assets and 

  Group  N$’000  N$’000  N$’000  N$’000  N$’000  N$’000

  Assets       

  Non-current assets       

  Property, plant and       

  equipment 9  1 019 336    -     -     -     -     1 019 336  

  Intangible assets 11   257 757    -     -     -     -      257 757  

  Long term deposit 21.3  36 663     -   -     -     -     36 663    

  Current assets       

  Inventories 13   68 930    -     -     -     -      68 930  

  Trade and other receivables 14   125 049     125 049    -   -     -     -   

  Cash and cash equivalents 15   314 088     314 088    -     -     -     -   

  Total assets  1 821 823     439 137    -   -     -     1 382 686  

         

  Ordinary share capital 16  25 000   -     -     -     -     25 000 

  Retained income  1 148 104    -     -     -     -    1 148 104  

  Equity attributable to equity       

  holders of the parent  1 173 104    -     -     -     -     1 173 104  

    1 173 104    -     -     -     -     1 173 104  

 

  Non-current liabilities       

  Trade and other payables 18  -   -  -  -  -   -

  Deferred taxation 17   259 237    -     -     -     -      259 237  

  Current liabilities           

  Trade and other payables 18   250 391    -     -     -      200 708     49 683    

  Deferred revenue 19   131 882    -     -     -     -       131 882   

  Taxation payable 20.2   7 209    -     -     -     -        7 209   

  Total liabilities   648 719    -     -     -      200 708      448 011   

    1 821 823    -     -     -     200 708   1 621 115 
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        At fair value 

       and Held for receivables amortised assets and 

  Assets

  Non-current assets       

  Property, plant and       

  equipment 9  1 016 810    -     -     -     -     1 016 810  

  Intangible assets 11   257 757    -     -     -     -      257 757  

  Investment in subsidiaries 12   2 819    -     -     -     -       2 819   

  Long term deposit 21.3  36 663    -   -  -  -   36 663 

  Current assets       

  Inventories 13   68 930    -     -     -     -      68 930  

  Trade and other receivables 14   125 046    125 046   -   -     -     -   

  Cash and cash equivalents 15   313 997    313 997    -     -     -     -   

  Total assets  1 822 022    439 043    -   -     -     1 382 979  

         

  Ordinary share capital 16  25 000   -     -     -     -     25 000 

  Retained income  1 148 125    -     -     -     -     1 148 125  

  Equity attributable to equity       

  holders of the parent  1 173 125    -     -     -     -     1 173 125  

    1 173 125    -     -     -     -     1 173 125  

  Non-current liabilities       

  Trade and other payables 18  -   -   -   -   -   - 

  Deferred taxation 17   259 437    -   -   -   -      259 437  

  Current liabilities       

  Trade and other payables 18   250 349    -     -     -      200 666     49 683    

  Deferred revenue 19   131 882    -     -     -     -      131 882  

  Taxation payable 20.2   7 229    -     -     -     -      7 229  

  Total liabilities   648 897    -     -     -      200 666     448 231  

  Total equity and liabilities  1 822 022    -     -     -     200 666    1 621 356 
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  25.2 Fair values

    The fair values of all financial instruments are substantially the same as the carrying values reflected in the statements of  

    financial positions, for both the Group and the Company.     

         

    The group uses the following hierarchy for determining and disclosing the fair value of financial instruments by valuation  

    technique:       

    Level 1: Quoted (unadjusted) prices in active markets for identical assets of liabilities.   

    Level 2: Other techniques for which all inputs which have a significant effect on the recorded value are observable, either  

     directly or indirectly.       

    Level 3: Techniques which use inputs which have a significant effect on the recorded fair value that are not based on  

     observable market data.      

 

    Valuation techniques:       

    Cash and cash equivalents are valued at their fair value based on their carrying value in an active market.  

    Forward contracts are valued by marking to market the forward contract with the exchange rate prevalent on each day in an  

    active market.       

    Trade and other receivables are valued at amortised cost using the effective interest rate method, which substantially equals  

    their fair value.       

    Trade and other payables are valued at amortised cost using the effective interest rate method, which substantially equals  

    their fair value.       

    The long term liability is discounted at the effective discount rate applicable to the risks associated with this financial instrument.

    As at 30 September 2014, the group did not hold any financial instruments measured at fair value (2013: Nil).
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  Related party relationships exist between the company and its subsidiaries, fellow subsidiary, shareholders and key management.  

  All transactions with related parties occurred under terms no less favourable than those arranged with third parties.

  26.1 Subsidiaries     

    Details of income and expenditure relating to subsidiaries and investments in subsidiaries are disclosed in notes 3 and 12  

    respectively. No interest is charged on loans to subsidiaries.   

     

    The key management personnel of the company comprise the directors and the general managers.  Amounts paid to key  

    management are disclosed under directors’ emoluments and key management remuneration in note 6.  

         

    The shareholders of the company are noted in the directors’ report. The only significant transactions related to the  

    shareholders are rentals paid, management fees paid and interconnect fees paid to the shareholders.  

        

    The company has an interconnect agreement with a fellow subsidiary regarding call traffic between the two companies and  

    rent fibre optic lines for its operations from a fellow subsidiary.

    

   

   N$’000  N$’000 N$’000  N$’000

 Balance receivable from fellow subsidiaries:       

 - Telecom Namibia     -      1 679       -      1 679 

 - Telecom Other       10       1 434      10      1 434 

 - PT Comunicaçöes SA   1 021        710     1 021         710  

 - Nampost Courier     3 720       43    3 720      43 

 Balance payable to shareholder:       

 - NPTH   (1 087)   (1 105)  (1 087)   (1 105)

 Balance receivable from shareholder:      

 - NPTH   12      12    12      12  
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   N$’000  N$’000 N$’000  N$’000

 Balance payable to fellow subsidiaries:       

 - PT Investments Internacionais - 

   Consultoria Internacional SA  (324)   (266)  (324)   (266)

 - PT Comunicaçöes SA  (3 859)   (3 347)  (3 859)   (3 347)

 - PT Inovação  (378)    4 920   (378)   4 920

 - PT SI - Sistemas de Informação SA   (16 231)   (4 241) (16 231)   (4 241)

 - Nampost Courier   (638)      -   (638)   -

 - Telecom Namibia  (2 974)     267   (2 974)   267

  - TN Mobile  (4 235)      -   (4 235)   -

 Property, plant and equipment purchased 

 from subsidiaries:        

 - PT Inovacao   65 630      62 970    65 630    62 970 

 - PT SI Sistemas de Informação SA   16 739       2 803    16 739     2 803 

 Management fees paid to PT Investimentos 

 Internacionais - Consultoria Internacional SA:  4 491      3 491    4 491      3 491   

 Rent paid to NPTH Limited: Shareholder:  14 778     11 804    14 778     11 804

 Lease line received from Subsidaries: 

 - PT Comunicaçöes, SA  (1 045)     (1 030)    (1 045)     (1 030) 

 Lease line paid to fellow Subsidaries: 

 - Telecom Namibia   44 703     60 028    44 703     60 028 

 Lease line paid to fellow Subsidaries: 

 - TN Mobile     854         -       854         -  

 Postage and Courier charges paid to Fellow subsidary: 

 - Nampost   5 455     5 183    5 455     5 183

 Telephone and fax paid to Telecom Namibia:   353     636    353     636
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   N$’000  N$’000 N$’000  N$’000

 Net site rentals paid to Telecom Namibia (1 741)    2 429   (1 741)    2 429

 Net site rentals paid to TN Mobile   2 538        -     2 538        - 

 Net interconnect fees received from fellow subsidiary:
 - Telecom Namibia   -     11 158    -     11 158
 - TN Mobile    6 593      -     6 593      -

 Net interconnect fees paid to fellow subsidiaries:

 - PT Comunicaçöes, SA   24 191     12 085    24 191     12 085

 - Telecom Namibia    4 955      -     4 955      -

 WACS Payment: Telecom  2 943      -   2 943      - 

 Repairs and Maintenance: PT Inovação 33 748      -   33 748      -

 


